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Abstract
We consider three fundamental issues in quantum gravity: (a) the black hole information
paradox (b) the unboundedness of entropy that can be stored inside a black hole horizon
(c) the relation between the black hole horizon and the cosmological horizon. With help
from the small corrections theorem, we convert each of these issues into a sharp conflict.
We then argue that all three conflicts can be resolved by the following hypothesis: the
vacuum wavefunctional of quantum gravity contains a ‘vecro’ component made of virtual
fluctuations of configurations of the same type that arise in the fuzzball structure of black
hole microstates. Further, if we assume that causality holds to leading order in gently
curved spacetime, then we must have such a vecro component in order to resolve the above
conflicts. The term vecro stands for ‘Virtual Extended Compression-Resistant Objects’, and
characterizes the nature of the vacuum fluctuations that resolve the puzzles. It is interesting
that puzzle (c) may relate the role of quantum gravity in black holes to observations in the
sky.
1 Introduction
Suppose we start with two assumptions:
A1: If curvatures are low everywhere (i.e. R ≪ l−2p ) and further, we are not close to
making a closed trapped or anti-trapped surface anywhere (i.e., we do not have black hole or
cosmological horizons) then semiclassical gravity holds to leading order.
A2: If curvatures are low throughout a spacetime region, then causality holds to leading
order. Here causality means that signals do not propagate outside the light cone, and that
there are no nonlocal interactions between points that are spacelike separated.
Then we will argue that the vacuum of quantum gravity must contain an important compo-
nent which is normally not part of our picture of the vacuum in a quantum field theory. This
component is made of quantum fluctuations which we call ‘vecros’; this acronym stands for
‘Virtual Extended Compression-Resistant Objects’, and is a notion that we will explain below.
The presence of the vecro component in the vacuum will resolve the black hole information
paradox [1] while preserving assumptions A1 and A2. Further, we will argue that if we do
not have this vecro component, then we cannot keep A1,A2 and also require that the Hawking
radiation from a black hole carry information the way information is carried by the radiation
from a piece of burning coal.
There are other important puzzles associated to black holes. Gedanken experiments suggest
that
Sbek =
A
4G
(1.1)
gives the entropy of a black hole [2]. If we try to interpret this entropy as the log of the number
of black hole microstates, then we run up against the following problem: the traditional picture
of the hole allows us to construct explicitly an infinite number of states in the region inside the
horizon, with mass the same as the mass of the black hole 1
A further puzzle comes from cosmology. The big bang can be regarded as a ‘white hole’; i.e.,
if we reverse the direction of time, then a ball shaped region of an expanding dust cosmology
looks like a dust ball collapsing to make a black hole. If we look back to early times, then we see
this dust ball shrink to sizes much smaller than its horizon radius. But cosmological observations
do not manifest any large quantum gravity effects during the process of this shrinkage. This is
a difficulty for any theory that postulates a resolution of the information paradox by invoking
large quantum gravity effects at the horizon scale. (The small corrections theorem [6] already
rules out any solution to the paradox where the quantum gravity corrections at the horizon are
small, and where we do not allow order unity nonlocal effects on distances much larger than the
horizon scale.) How do we understand this difference between the black hole horizon and the
cosmological horizon? More generally, semiclassical physics has the same behavior at different
horizons: Rindler, black hole and cosmological including de Sitter. Does the full quantum
gravity theory have the same physics at all these horizons?
1This construction is closely related to the ‘bags of gold’ construction of Wheeler [3] and the construction of
‘monster’ states [4]. See also [5].
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With help from the small corrections theorem, we will note that each of these three difficul-
ties can be made into a sharp contradiction. In other words, if we assume that the traditional
picture of the hole holds to leading order, then we cannot get out of the contradictions posed
by the above physical situations while preserving assumptions A1,A2.
We will then see how the vecro hypothesis can resolve all three puzzles. In fact we will
argue that if we do not accept the vecro picture of the quantum gravity vacuum, then we
cannot resolve these puzzles while preserving assumptions A1,A2.
1.1 The vecro hypothesis: a first pass
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Figure 1: (a) The potential for a Fourier mode of a scalar field, and the ground state wavefunction for
this mode. (b) A narrower wavefunction has a higher energy, which can be interpreted as having pairs
of quanta of the field. (c) A broader wavefunction also has a larger energy, and a similar interpretation.
Let us make a first pass at the idea of the vecro hypothesis; we will explore the idea in more
detail in the next section.
First consider the physics of quantum fields on curved spacetime. Let the quantum field
be a scalar φ(x) satisfying ( + m2)φ = 0. Classically, the vacuum has φ = 0. Quantum
mechanically, we find that the wavefunctional spreads to nonzero values of φ. In flat spacetime
we can break φ into its Fourier modes φk, and find that φk behaves as the coordinate of a
harmonic oscillator with frequency
ωk = (~k
2 +m2)
1
2 (1.2)
This potential is indicated by the quadratic potential in fig.1(a). The vacuum state of the field
φ contains quantum fluctuations described by wavefunctions for the φk
ψ(φk) =
(ωk
π
) 1
4
e−
ωk
2
φ2
k (1.3)
The energy of the harmonic oscillator for φk is
1
2ωk, so the part of the wavefunction in the
region
|φk| ≫ ω−
1
2
k (1.4)
is ‘under the potential barrier’.
In fig.1(b),(c) we depict squeezed states where the wavefunction has less or more spread
in φk than the vacuum wavefunction. In either case the energy of the state is more than the
2
energy of the ground state (1.3). We can regard the extra energy as describing pairs of particles
in the mode φk.
Now imagine that instead of flat spacetime we have spacetime which changes on a time scale
T . Suppose the evolution is slow
T ≫ ω−1k (1.5)
then the vacuum state evolves to the new vacuum state on the deformed manifold. But if
T . ω−1k (1.6)
then the wavefunction deforms to a squeezed state, and we say that we have particle creation.
(a) (b)
Figure 2: (a) Fluctuations of the radius of a compact direction can be regarded as scalar fields on
the noncompact spacetime; such deformations are covered by the semiclassical approximation. (b)
Fluctuations where the compact directions pinch off lead to a topology where the compact directions are
not a direct product with the noncompact spacetime; such configurations are not included in the usual
semiclassical description of the dimensionally reduced theory.
Next, consider the situation where this scalar arises from the compactification of an extra
dimension. For a compact circle parametrized by a coordinate w we can define the scalar φ
through
gww = e
φ (1.7)
In fig.2(a) we depict deformations of the circle radius which correspond to the excitations of
φ. The physics of such deformations is covered by our discussion above of quantum fields on
curved spacetime φ(x).
But we can also have deformations where the circle pinches off completely and we get a
different topology; such a situation is depicted in fig.2(b). Simple examples of manifolds with
this change of topology include Euclidean Schwarzschild × time, and the bubble of nothing
[7]. As we will note below, the dynamics of the scalar field in these situations is somewhat
counterintuitive. Dimensional reduction on the circle gives a scalar with the normal positive
sign of energy density, but the Euclidean Schwarzschild × time geometry does not shrink under
its own gravity, and the bubble of nothing actually expands outwards. These behaviors can of
course be traced to the fact that the dimensional reduction itself fails where the compact circle
pinches off, so the spacetime is no longer a direct product of the noncompact directions x with
a compact manifold.
Such nontrivial manifolds are of interest to us because in string theory they arise in the
fuzzball solutions which give the microstates of black holes [8, 9]. The somewhat counterintu-
itve gravitational behavior noted above allows the solutions to evade the no-hair results and
Buchdahl type arguments [10, 11]. Thus we can get horizon sized extended objects (fuzzballs)
that do not have a horizon and are stable against collapse.
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For our present discussion we are not interested in the fuzzball solutions themselves, which
are excitations of the theory with different massesM . Rather, we are interested in the structure
of the vacuum wavefunctional. We have already noted that the vacuum contains fluctuations
of any scalar fields φ(x) that live on the spacetime. When these scalar fields arise form the
fluctuations in the radius of a compact direction, then the vacuum wavefunctional contains
deformations like those in fig.2(a). But by a natural extension of this argument, the vacuum
wavefunctional should also have support over topologically nontrivial configurations like those
in fig.2(b).
It takes more action to reach the configurations in fig.2(b) than those in fig.2(a), so the
amplitude of the wavefunctional will be smaller at the topologically nontrivial configurations.
But against this is the fact that we have a vast space of these topologically nontrivial config-
urations: the black hole microstates are supported on such configurations, and the number of
these states Exp[Sbek(M)] is very large.
The vecro hypothesis says that the part of the vacuum wavefunctional with support on
this large space of nontrivial topology configurations is significant, and that this part of the
vacuum wavefunctional gives rise to novel effects in situations where the classical theory would
imply horizon formation. The fluctuations of interest are, by definition ‘virtual’ and we will
see that they are ‘extended’ structures. We will also note that they have the property of
being ‘compression-resistant’. Thus we call the gravitational configurations of interest ‘virtual
extended compression-resistant objects’ or ‘vecros’ for short.
Let us state in a little more detail when the vecro part of the vacuum wavefunctional is
expected to become important. First consider the usual quantum fluctuations of a scalar field
φ on curved space, which we discussed above. There is no simple prescription for how much
particle creation there will be in a given curved spacetime; one just has to evolve the vacuum
wavefunctional Ψ[φ(x)] and interpret the result in terms of particles. In a similar way, the
considerations of the present paper will of necessity be qualitative. For the case of the scalar
field, we can, however, note the curvature scales for which particle creation effects will be
important. If the field has a mass m, then ω~k ≥ m for all modes. Suppose the time scales T
over which the metric changes satisfies
T ≫ m−1 (1.8)
Then there will be very little particle creation; the vacuum wavefunctional adjusts adiabatically
to the changing metric of spacetime, so we do not create particles. In this situation we can
absorb the small quantum effects of the field φ into corrections to the local effective Lagrangian;
i.e., the Einstein Lagrangian R gets corrected by higher order curvature terms. Schematically
R → R+ c1R2 + c2R3 + . . . (1.9)
where the coefficients ci depend on the mass m. If on the other hand T . m
−1, particles will
be created with wavelengths ∼ T , carrying an energy density T−4. If T ≫ lp, the backreaction
of these particles on the background is very small. Thus as long as we are in gently curved
spacetime, the quantum physics of the scalar φ is a small correction to the classical dynamics
given by the Einstein action.
The situation is quite different for the vecro part of the vacuum wavefunctional. Let the
curvature of space in some region be characterized by a curvature length scale R− 12 ∼ Rc. Now
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Figure 3: (a) The length scale L over which the curvature persists is much smaller than the radius
of curvature Rc; in this situation the vecro part of the wavefunctional will not be important for the
dynamics. (b) The length scale L over which the curvature persists is comparable to or larger than the
radius of curvature Rc; in this situation the vecro part of the wavefunctional will be modified by order
unity and will lead to significant corrections to the dynamics.
consider the length scale L over which this curvature persists; outside a region of size ∼ L, we
assume that the curvature drops to much lower values (fig.3(a)). If
L≪ Rc (1.10)
then there are no significant effects from the vecro part of the vacuum wavefunctional. If (1.10)
holds everywhere, then there is no new physics that we can expect from the vecros: the vecro
part of the wavefunctional adiabatically adjusts to the changing curvature. The dynamics is
given to leading order by the classical Einstein action and the small quantum corrections that
do arise can be obtained from the semiclasssical physics of quantum fields on curved spacetime.
But now suppose that
L & Rc (1.11)
(see fig.3(b)). In this situation the vecro configurations in the wavefunctional get severely
affected: they are extended objects which get squeezed by a factor of order unity, and their
compression resistance leads to an increase in energy which competes with the classical energy
giving rise to the curvature radius Rc. The vecro part of the vacuum wavefunctional – i.e., the
part supported on the vast space of configurations that are schematically like fig.2(b) – gets
modified by order unity, so that instead of preserving the vacuum we create on-shell fuzzballs.
This process is the analogue of particle creation, except that instead of pointlike particles we
are creating the extended structures that arise in the wavefunctional describing fuzzballs.
We will see that for gravitational fields like that of a star, we are in situation (1.10), so
there is no new physics expected from the vecro part of the vacuum wavefunctional. The two
principal situations where we encounter (1.11) are (i) the black hole and (ii) the cosmological
horizon. This is where we need novel physics to evade the paradoxes listed above, and we will
see that the vecro part of the wavefunctional will help us to evade the paradoxes.
Very roughly, our situation is similar to that of superfluidity a century ago. The behavior
of liquid helium was puzzling. It was explained using a heuristic model of new component of
the quantum vacuum wavefunctional, though the detailed derivation of this vacuum structure
was worked out later. In our case we have sharp paradoxes posed by gravity. We will argue
that the constraint of leading order causality in gently curved spacetime forces us to a heuristic
picture of a new component of the vacuum wavefunctional – the vecro component. We hope
that a detailed derivation of this component will be worked out later through computations in
string theory.
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2 What are vecros?
In this section we introduce the idea of vecros in more detail. We will proceed in steps, examining
each property of a vecro which leads to a letter in its acronym.
2.1 Virtual fluctuations
The vacuum of QED contains vacuum fluctuations that are composed of an electron-positron
pair, or a quark-antiquark pair etc.. Could we also have fluctuations corresponding to bound
states like the positronium or a pion?
At some level, the answer should be yes, i.e., there should be a signal of the existence of
any tightly bound state in the vacuum wavefunctional. One has to a little careful in making
this precise, however. Ignoring the decay of the positronium for the moment, a state with one
positronium |ψpositronium〉 would be orthogonal to the vacuum; i.e., 〈0|ψpositronium〉 = 0, and so
it is not clear what we mean by saying that there are fluctuations corresponding to positroniums
in the vacuum. But on the other hand we can think of a pion as a fundamental field φπ (as was
done in the early days of strong interactions), and then we would have fluctuations of pairs of
pions just as we would have for the quanta of any other scalar field.
We will come to these subtleties later in section 2.3 below. For the moment let us adopt a
heuristic picture that the vacuum contains fluctuations that correspond to complicated states
like positroniums and pions. By extension, we should also have vacuum fluctuations describing
larger virtual objects, like atoms, and also more extended objects, like benzene rings.
While fluctuations describing benzene rings are possible, they are not likely, and that is
why we do not normally worry about them. A fluctuation of energy E, existing for a time T ,
has an action S˜ ∼ ET . We may therefore guess that the probability for such a fluctuation is
suppressed as
P ∼ e−S˜ ∼ e−ET (2.1)
Now consider black holes. Black holes exist for all masses M, and therefore by the above
reasoning they must also exist as virtual fluctuations in the vacuum. The mass M is related to
the horizon radius R0 in d+ 1 spacetime dimensions as
M ∼ R
d−2
0
ld−1p
(2.2)
Setting T ∼ R0 for the duration of the fluctuation, we have for the action
S˜ ∼MR0 ∼
(
R0
lp
)d−1
(2.3)
Thus the probability P of fluctuating to a given state of the hole is very small for R0 ≫ lp.
But we should multiply this probability by the number of black hole microstates that we can
fluctuate to. A special feature of black holes, that sets them apart from other massive objects,
is that their degeneracy N ∼ Exp[Sbek] is very large:
Sbek ∼ A
G
∼
(
R0
lp
)d−1
(2.4)
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We then see that it is possible to have for the total probability
PT ∼ PN ∼ 1 (2.5)
A similar argument was used in [12] to argue that a collapsing shell can violate the semiclassical
approximation and tunnel into fuzzballs upon reaching the horizon. Here we are arguing that
the virtual fluctuations of black holes of mass M cannot be ignored in the vacuum, for any M .
The kinds of configurations that are involved in black hole microstates will be our vecros. Their
virtual nature gives the first letter ‘v’ of the acronym.
The above argument is obviously very rough, but all we wish to take from it is that we
should look seriously at the role of a certain type of virtual fluctuation in a quantum gravity
theory which corresponds to large complicated structures. It is obviously vital in this argument
that we have a large phase space for such structures. To see the significance of having a large
number of degrees of freedom, consider the following quantum mechanical problem [13]. Take
a particle of unit mass in a 1-d square well with potential
V (x) = −V0, |x| < a, V (x) = 0, |x| > a (2.6)
The wavefunction of a bound state is oscillatory in a region |x| < a which corresponds to
the classical range of motion inside the well. But the wavefunction also has an exponentially
decaying support in the region |x| > a where the energy is ‘under the barrier’. Suppose that
∫ a
x=−a
dx |ψ(x)|2 = 1− ǫ, ǫ≪ 1 (2.7)
so that most of the norm is in the well |x| < a. Now consider the particle in N dimensions with
potential
V (x1, x2, . . . xN ) = V (x1) + V (x2) + . . . V (xN ) (2.8)
where V (x) is the same potential as above, and
N ≫ 1/ǫ (2.9)
The bound state wavefunction is
Ψ = ψ(x1)ψ(x2) . . . ψ(xN ) (2.10)
The norm in the central well |x| < a is now
(∫ a
x1=−a
dx1|ψ(x1)|2
)( ∫ a
x2=−a
dx2|ψ(x2)|2
)
. . .
( ∫ a
xN=−a
dx1|ψ(xN )|2
)
= (1− ǫ)N ≈ e−ǫN ≪ 1
(2.11)
so that most of the norm is in the region under the barrier. This part of the wavefunction
under the barrier describes virtual fluctuations: these are configurations where the particle
cannot go classically. In these forbidden regions the momentum is p2 < 0; this is what makes
the wavefunction have an exponential decay behavior e−αx instead of an oscillatory behavior
sin(kx). What we see in (2.11) is that for systems with many degrees of freedom the virtual part
of wavefunction can be very significant; in fact most of the norm may live under the barrier.
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Now consider quantum gravity. The configuration space in canonically quantized 3+1 grav-
ity is the space of 3-geometries, so the wavefunctional is Ψ[(3)g]. We will actually be working
with string theory, but instead of writing all the string fields we will just write these fields
schematically as {g}, so the wavefunctional will be denoted Ψ[g]. Let the variables conjugate
to the g be called π. Let the vacuum wavefunctional describing Minkowski spacetime be Ψ0[g].
Then the virtual part of the wavefunctional Ψ0[g] is the part with support over the configura-
tions g where π2 < 0. It was argued in [14, 15] that ignoring this virtual part is what leads to
the paradoxes associated to black holes. We will now discuss the nature of the configurations
g where this virtual part is supported.
2.2 The extended nature of black hole microstates
We now discuss the nature of the configurations in string theory which are ‘under the barrier’ in
the vacuum wavefunctional but which will nevertheless be important for dynamical process like
black hole formation. We have noted that there must be a vast number of states in quantum
gravity that account for the large entropy Sbek(M) of black holes. While the black hole states
are states with energy M , we are interested in the gravity configurations over which these
states are supported; we will then look at the vacuum wavefunctional which has energy zero
but nevertheless has a tail of its wavefunctional over these same configurations.
In traditional semiclassical gravity, the black hole is ‘empty space’ with a singularity at
its center. In such a picture it is not clear what distinguishes different microstates from one
another; this is the well known ‘no hair’ feature of semiclassical black holes. In string theory, we
find however that black hole microstates are fuzzballs: horizon-sized objects which themselves
possess no horizon. To understand the structure of fuzzballs, consider the main reason why
the traditional picture of the hole has a vacuum region near the horizon. An object placed just
outside the horizon needs an intense acceleration to stay in place; thus any sufficiently compact
star tends to collapse through the horizon. In particular Buchdahl’s theorem [16] considers a
perfect fluid, whose density ρ increases monotonically inwards. If the radius R of the fluid ball
satisfies
R <
9GM
4
(2.12)
then the pressure will diverge at some radius r > 0, rendering the solution invalid. Thus any
fluid ball that has been compressed to a size (2.12) must necessarily collapse and generate a
horizon.
To understand the structure of fuzzballs, we recall the toy model studied in [11]. Con-
sider the 4+1 dimensional spacetime obtained by adding a trivial time direction to the 3+1
dimensional Euclidean Schwarzschild solution
ds2 = −dt2 + (1− r0
r
)dτ2 +
dr2
1− r0r
+ r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2) (2.13)
The ‘Euclidean time’ direction τ is compact, with 0 ≤ τ < 4πr0. This metric is a perfectly
regular solution of the 4+1 vacuum Einstein equations. The r, τ directions form a cigar, whose
tip lies at r = r0. The spacetime ends at r = r0; we can say that the ball r < r0 has been
excised from the manifold, and the compact directions closed off to generate a geodesically
complete spacetime. The ‘pinch-off’ of the τ circle at r = r0 is an example of the structure we
had schematically depicted in fig.2(b) in our first pass at the problem.
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We can dimensionally reduce on the circle τ , regarding the solution (2.13) as a 3+1 dimen-
sional metric in the directions (t, r, θ, φ) coupled to a scalar field
Φ =
√
3
2
ln(1− r0
r
) (2.14)
describing the radius of the compact direction τ . This scalar is a standard minimally coupled
massless field. Its stress tensor in the above solution works out to be
T µν = diag{−ρ, pr, pθ, pφ} = diag{−f, f,−f,−f} (2.15)
where
f =
3r20
8r4(1− r0r )
3
2
(2.16)
We see that the pressures do diverge at r → r0 > 0, and if we followed the spirit of Buchdahl’s
theorem, we would discard this solution. But the solution is actually a perfectly regular solution
in 4+1 dimensions; what breaks down is the dimensional reduction map when the length of the
compact circle goes to zero.
The above toy example helps us understand qualitatively how features of string theory like
extra dimensions and extended objects allow fuzzball solutions to exist while standard 3+1
dimensional quantum gravity gave no such solutions. A large number of actual fuzzball mi-
crostates in full string theory have been constructed; many are extremal, but some nonextremal
ones have been found as well. Many classes of these microstates have the following qualitative
structure. There is a set of KK monopoles and antimonopoles where the a compact S1 shrinks
smoothly to zero. There is topological spheres S2 between any two of these topological objects,
and there are gauge field fluxes on these spheres. We depict such a structure in fig.4.
Figure 4: A schematic depiction of a fuzzball. The dots represent KK monopoles or antimonopoles, and
the grey ellipses denote S2 spheres between the centers of these monopoles and antimonopoles. These
spheres carry fluxes, which help maintain the rigidity of the fuzzball structure.
We are not saying that all fuzzball microstates will turn out have this form; for general
holes there are large classes of fuzzball states that have not yet been constructed. Rather, what
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we are saying is that keeping in mind these explicit examples will help us to understand the
vecro conjecture. Thus what we take from the above discussion is that the field configurations
on which the fuzzball wavefunctionals are supported are extended: the energy is not squeezed
to an infinitesimal neighborhood of r = 0. Note that the fuzzball cannot have a radius Rf less
than the horizon size R0, since then the inward pointing structure of light cones would force it
to collapse to a point. It has been argued in [17] that the radius Rf of a typical fuzzball should
exceed the R0 by order planck length
Rf ≈ R0 + ǫ, ǫ ∼ lp (2.17)
Simple (i.e. nongeneric) fuzzball configurations can have a size much larger than R0.
2
The ‘extended’ nature of the configurations we are interested in gives the second letter of
our acronym.
2.3 Compression-resistance
The last property we need is that the fuzzballs are compression-resistant. (These terms supply
the letters ‘c,r’ in our acronym; the final letter ‘o’ just stands for ‘objects’.)
Causality tells us that no object in a relativistic theory can be completely rigid. But
fuzzballs are not easy to compress; their energy rises quickly if we try to squeeze them. This
can be seem by looking at particular examples of fuzzball constructions. Consider the fuzzball
structure depicted in fig.4. There are topological spheres S2 between the centers, and these
spheres carry fluxes of various gauge fields in the theory. While the number of units of flux is
given by an integral
∫
F over the field strength, the energy of the field is quadratic: E ∼ ∫ F 2.
Thus squeezing the fuzzball makes its energy rise. It is also true that the energy will rise if we
try to expand the fuzzball; the metric has a redshift at each point in the fuzzball, and expanding
the fuzzball reduces this redshift, leading to a rise in energy. In other words, the fuzzball has
an extended structure that has stabilized at a length scale where its energy is a local minimum.
In this regard the fuzzball is different from a string loop. The string loop is also an extended
object, prevented from shrinking to a point by the motion of its segments. If we compress such a
loop there is no resistance from the potential energy of the string; in fact the tension encourages
the loop to contract. Any resistance to compression comes from the kinetic part of the energy.
By contrast, the fuzzball configurations have a potential energy that rises when the fuzzball is
compressed or expanded.
As noted above, our interest is not in the fuzzballs themselves but in the nature of the gravity
vacuum functional which we have schematically written as Ψ0[g]. How should we understand
the role of vacuum fluctuations of fuzzballs in the structure of Ψ0[g]? To answer this, let us first
return to the case of a simple quantum field theory, and ask how the vacuum wavefunctional
contains the information of bound states.
Consider a field theory with two scalar fields φ1, φ2, each with mass m. Let their interaction
be such such that there is a bound state in the theory; we may roughly describe this bound
state as made of one φ1 quantum and one φ2 quantum. In fig.5 (a) we plot schematically the
potential in φ1 − φ2 space. There is the usual quadratic part 12m2(φ21 + φ22). But along the line
φ1 = φ2, there is a dip in the potential: thus if both fields are nonzero the energy is lower, and
2The existence of fuzzball structure at the horizon has led to the possibility that such structure could be
observed; for discussions of this issue see [17, 18].
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Figure 5: (a) A contour plot of the potential energy in field space φ1, φ2 where the two scalar fields have
an attractive interaction that leads to a bound state. The energy rises less slowly in some region along
the line φ1 = φ2 since when both these fields are present there is an attraction giving a bound state.
(b) The potential plotted along the direction φ1 = φ2; the dips in the potential compared to the dashed
line exhibit the features that leads to bound states.
this is what leads to the bound state. In fig.5(b) we depict this potential along the line φ1 = φ2;
the various bound states of the theory manifest their presence by lowering the potential to the
solid line from the dashed curve that we would get otherwise.
Now consider the vacuum wavefunctional of this theory. We are interested in the tail of the
wavefunctional, which is away from the peak at φ1 = φ2 = 0. This tail can be found by a WKB
approximation as it is the part ‘under the barrier’; it is schematically given by
ψ(φ1, φ2) ∼ e−S˜ (2.18)
where S˜ is the action for a Euclidean solution to the field equations from the point φ1 = φ2 = 0
to the point (φ1, φ2). Since we have a lower potential in the region of field space corresponding
to a bound state, the action to reach such regions will be typically lower than the action to reach
other regions at the same distance from the origin. The amplitude ψ will be correspondingly
less suppressed in these regions corresponding to bound states. This is the way that the bound
states show up in the vacuum wavefunctional. A detailed computation along such lines should
therefore replace the relation (2.1) which we had used as a rough guide on our first pass.
Fuzzballs are bound states of the full quantum gravity theory. Their wavefunctionals are
supported on a set of configurations of the gravity theory; we may take fig.4 as a pictorial
representation of such a configuration. Our hypothesis is that the vacuum wavefunctional has
an important tail that lies on these configurations; the amplitude at such configurations is
suppressed because the action S˜ in (2.18) is large, but this suppression is counteracted by the
large space of such configurations.
Now let us come to the compression resistance of the vecro configurations. Looking ahead,
fig.9(a) depicts schematically the potential in the space of vecro configurations in flat spacetime.
The figure also shows the corresponding vacuum wavefunctional. Now suppose there is a star of
massM centered at the origin. The gravitational field of this mass causes the vecro to compress
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inwards. This compression raises the energy of the vecro, so the potential becomes similar to
that of fig.9(b). The vacuum wavefunctional will distort under this change of potential, and
this is the physical effect that we will use to resolve our paradoxes.
2.4 Modelling the compression-resistance of the vecros
Our considerations are obviously qualitative, but it will be useful to make a heuristic model for
the compression resistance of vecros so that the ideas can be understood more easily.
R
′
v
Rv
Rc
Figure 6: A spacetime region with curvature radius Rc. A vecro with radius Rv has its boundary
points at a distance Rv from its center. But the boundary is compressed to a smaller radius R
′
v
; such a
compression raises the energy of the vecro configuration.
Consider a vecro configuration in flat space. Let it have a spherical boundary with radius
Rv; see fig.6. Now suppose this space is deformed to be a sector of a sphere with curvature
radius Rc. On this spherical surface consider a ball shaped region with radius Rv; this radius is
defined by saying that all points on the surface of the ball are at a distance Rv from the center.
The surface of the ball is now a sphere with radius
R′v = Rc sin
Rv
Rc
(2.19)
We thus see that this surface of the vecro is compressed by a factor
R′v
Rv
≡ 1− δ (2.20)
For Rv ≪ Rc the compression is small (i.e. δ ≪ 1)
δ ≈ 1
6
(
Rv
Rc
)2
(2.21)
For such δ we model the compression resistance by a potential energy U for the vecro that is
quadratic in the compression
U ∼ δ2 (2.22)
Note that we have assumed that the vecro in flat space is a configuration at the minimum of
its energy: compressing or expanding the vecro raises its energy.
The potential U cannot keep rising to arbitrarily large values. Once δ ∼ 1, the vecro
structure breaks, and we are left with local virtual excitations that are uncorrelated across
the length scale ∼ Rv. These virtual excitations are just the normal local fluctuations of the
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vacuum, and do not give rise to the extra lowering of energy that comes from correlating the
excitations into the vecro structure at scale Rv. Once the vecro is effectively broken, we assume
that its energy does not rise upon further compression. Thus we take the potential energy
function of the vecro to level out around some critical value of the compression/expansion. Let
us model this requirement by taking
U = k sin2(
π
2
δ
δc
), −δc < δ < δc (2.23)
where δc is a constant of order unity; we assume that further compression or expansion does
not further raise the energy.
To set k, we note that the structure of the vecro with radius Rv is supported on configura-
tions that contribute to black hole microstates with radius R ∼ Rv. We assume that the energy
scale k in (2.23) corresponds to the mass of black holes with horizon radius Rv:
M ∼ R
d−2
v
G
(2.24)
Thus we take
k = β
Rd−2v
G
(2.25)
where β is a constant of order unity. This gives
U(Rv, δ) = β
Rd−2v
G
sin2(
π
2
δ
δc
), −δc < δ < δc (2.26)
Thus if vecros of scale ∼ Rv are compressed by order unity, the energy increase of the state will
be of order (2.24).
2.5 The scale where vecros become relevant
Let us now see how our heuristic model above gives the scale (1.11) for novel physics to arise
from vecros.
Consider a star in d + 1 dimensional spacetime with uniform density ρ0 and radius Rstar.
The curvature radius of spacetime in the region of the star is
Rc ∼ (Gρ0)−
1
2 (2.27)
We write
Rstar = µRc (2.28)
We have
µ≪ 1 (2.29)
for a star, and µ ∼ 1 for an object that has radius of order its Schwarzschild radius.
The energy of the star is
Estar ∼ ρ0Rdstar (2.30)
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Having the curvature radius Rc will lead to a compression of vecros, and a consequent rise in
their energy. The largest energy increase will arise for the largest vecros in our curvature region,
which are vecros with
Rv ∼ Rstar (2.31)
Due to (2.29), the compression δ is given by (2.21). The compression energy for a vecro with
Rv = Rstar is then
U ≈ βR
d−2
star
G
π2
144δ2c
(
Rstar
Rc
)4
∼ (ρ0Rdstar)
(
Rstar
Rc
)2
(2.32)
where we have used (2.27). Thus
U
Estar
∼ µ2 ≪ 1 (2.33)
so that the energy arising from the compression of vecros will not play a significant role for
such a star. On the other hand for objects with µ ∼ 1, we will get
U
E
∼ 1 (2.34)
and this is where vecros will play a crucial role.
2.6 How vecros modify dynamics
For the three puzzles we will address, we will find in each case that the condition (1.11) is met,
which leads to the condition (2.34). Thus for each of these situations the dynamics of vecros
should be a relevant correction. Since the puzzles arose when we used the semiclassical approxi-
mation, this new source of corrections with the energy scale (2.34) invalidates the computations
leading to the puzzles, thus resolving the sharp conflicts. We can also conjecture how vecros
might affect the dynamics; let us summarize these conjectures here:
(a) First consider the problem of unbounded entropy that we can get on certain kinds of
hypersurfaces that can be embedded inside the semiclassical geometry of a black hole of mass
M . We will see that these hypersurfaces have a ‘neck’ region where the curvature satisfies
(1.11). The vecros potential energy at this neck rises by & M ; thus the total energy on the
hypersurface exceeds M , and we cannot actually embed such hypersurfaces in the black hole
geometry.
(b) Consider a collapsing null shell with radius R(λ) that passes through its horizon radius
R0 to make a black hole. In the region inside the horizon, light cones point inwards, so any
vecro structure there is forced to keep compressing. This distorts such vecro configurations by
order unity, and this in turn changes the vecro component of the vacuum wavefunctional in
the region R(λ) < r < R0 by a significant amount. Under this change, the virtual fluctuations
describing vecros turn into on-shell fuzzball excitations, and we get a fuzzball instead of the
traditional black hole geometry. Since fuzzballs radiate from their surface like normal bodies,
we resolve the information paradox.
(c) We will note that there is a significant difference in the vecro excitations between the case
of a black hole in asymptotically flat spacetime and an expanding cosmology. In asymptotically
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flat spacetime the wavefunctional has support on vecros with radii Rv going all the way to
infinity, while for the cosmology the support extends only over 0 < Rv . H
−1, where H is the
Hubble constant. Thus quantum gravity effects differentiate between the dynamics at the black
hole horizon and at the cosmological horizon, thus preventing us from mapping the black hole
puzzle to a puzzle at the cosmological horizon.
In each case we see that the extended nature of the vecro configurations allows the wave-
functional to ‘feel around’ a region with any nonzero radius Rv and to trigger new quantum
gravity effects when this region has the structure of a trapped surface. In the traditional picture
of vacuum, quantum gravity fluctuations are confined to a fixed scale ∼ lp, and there is no way
for the wavefunctional to feel the existence of trapped surfaces.
Note that with the vecro hypothesis the theory remains causal and local. The existence of
extended vacuum fluctuations does not violate causality since the vacuum has been allowed to
exist for times where these extended vecro correlations could develop. Signals in the theory
still propagate within the light cone; thus the vecros introduce no nonlocality in the dynamics.
3 Review of some earlier results
The vecro picture may appear to be a radical departure from our usual picture of the quantum
vacuum. But we will argue that we are forced to this picture by the puzzles we face with quantum
gravity. To make such an argument, these puzzles must be turned into sharp contradictions.
In this section we will recall some earlier results which we will need for this purpose.
3.1 The small corrections theorem
The black hole information paradox [1] says that general relativity and quantum theory are
in conflict with each other. One might therefore expect that physicists working on quantum
gravity – and in particular, on string theory – would be deeply concerned about this paradox.
But for many decades the paradox remained in the background, while work on other aspects
of the theory proceeded. At least part of the reason for this was a hope that that some small,
(heitherto unknown) quantum gravity effects would encode the information in a subtle way in
the emitted radiation and thereby restore unitarity. After all, when a piece of coal burns away
then its information does get encoded in the radiation, but it is very hard to actually unravel
this information by looking at the radiation quanta. A theorem of Page [20] says that one must
look at more than half the photons emitted by the coal before any information of the coal can
be decoded.
The small corrections theorem proves that small quantum gravity corrections to the Hawking
radiation process cannot encode the information in the radiation. This result is of crucial
importance to us. In our assumptions A1, A2, we have used the term ‘leading order’. This is
important because it is always possible that quantum gravity effects induce some small violation
of what we consider ‘normal physics’. If such small corrections could invalidate our arguments,
then we could not arrive at any firm conclusions about what is needed to resolve the information
paradox. Because of the importance of the small corrections theorem to our discussions, we
will present a summary of its derivation below; for more details see [6].
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3.1.1 The nature of small corrections
Consider the classical metric of the Schwarzschild hole
ds2 − (1− 2GM
R
)dt2 +
dr2
1− 2GMr
+ r2dΩ22 (3.1)
Suppose that the picture of ‘quantum fields on curved space’ was a good approximation in all
regions where the curvature was low; i.e., at all regions with R . l−2p . Then entangled pairs will
be created at the horizon. One member of the pair (called b) will escape to infinity as Hawking
radiation while the other member (called c) will fall into the hole carrying net negative energy
and so lower the mass M .
At the first step of emission the state of the entangled pair may be schematically written as
|ψ〉1 = 1√
2
(|0〉b1 |0〉c1 + |1〉b1 |1〉c1) (3.2)
In the leading order evolution studied by Hawking, the evolution at the next step would be
independent of the evolution at the first step, so the overall state would have the form
|ψ〉2 = 1
2
(|0〉b1 |0〉c1 + |1〉b1 |1〉c1) (|0〉b2 |0〉c2 + |1〉b2 |1〉c2)
(3.3)
But if we allow for small corrections, then the evolution at the next step may be slightly altered:
what happens at the second step can depend on what happened at the first step
|ψ′〉2 = 1
2
|0〉b1 |0〉c1 [(1 + ǫ1)|0〉b2 |0〉c2 + (1− ǫ1)|1〉b2 |1〉c2 ]
+
1
2
|0〉b1 |0〉c1
[
(1 + ǫ′1)|1〉b2 |1〉c2 + (1− ǫ′1)|1〉b2 |1〉c2
]
(3.4)
We must require that |ǫ1| < ǫ, |ǫ′1| < ǫ for some ǫ ≪ 1; otherwise the corrections are not
‘small’. Let SN be the entanglement of the radiated quanta b1, b2, . . . bN ≡ {b} with the quanta
c1, c2, . . . cN left inside the hole. After N steps of evolution, there are ∼ 2N correction terms in
the state. One may then ask if for large enough N , the largeness of 2N can offset the smallness
of ǫ in such a way that SN becomes close to zero. If such an offset were possible there would
be no Hawking puzzle: the subleading corrections to Hawking’s leading order semiclassical
computation would invalidate his conclusion.
Hawking himself, in 2004, argued that the information paradox may be resolved by small
corrections to the dynamics [21]. Using the Euclidean theory, he argued that subleading saddle
points would add a contribution to the black hole path integral that was not included in the
leading order semiclassical approximation. These saddle points are exponentially suppressed,
by factors ∼ Exp[−Sbek], so they are not easily seen in the quantum gravity theory.
In the Lorentzian section, the effect of these subleading terms should give small corrections
to the radiation process. Note that N ∼ Sbek, so that corrections of order ǫ ∼ 2−N are
exponentially small in the same way as the subleading saddle point corrections.
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As we will now see, small corrections cannot remove the problem of growing entanglement,
even if we allow the size of the corrections ǫ to be much larger than what Hawking assumed.
In fact we can choose any ǫ≪ 1 (i.e., we can take ǫ independent of N) and still prove that the
corrections cannot restore unitarity to the evaporation process.
3.1.2 Proof of the small corrections theorem
Consider a sphere that encloses the vicinity of the hole; for concreteness, we let it have radius
r = 10GM . We will compute the entanglement between quanta inside and outside this sphere.
(1) Let the quanta emitted at emission steps 1, 2, . . . N be denoted {b1, b2, . . . bN} ≡ {b}.
The entanglement of the radiation with the hole at step N is then
SN = S({b}) (3.5)
where S(A) for any set A denotes the entanglement of A with the remainder of the system.
(2) The bits in the hole evolve to create an ‘effective bit’ bN+1 and an ‘effective bit’ cN+1.
(The bit bN+1 has not yet left the region r < 10GM .) The entanglement of the earlier emitted
quanta {b} does not change in this evolution. (If two parts of a system are entangled, and we
make a unitary rotation on one part, the entanglement between the parts does not change.)
(3) The effective bits bN+1, cN+1 must approximate the properties of the Hawking pair (3.2).
In (3.2) we have S(bN+1, cN+1) = 0, since the pair is not entangled with anything else. We also
have S(cN+1) = ln 2. Thus for our model we must have
S(bN+1 + cn+1) < ǫ1 (3.6)
S(cN+1) > ln 2− ǫ2 (3.7)
for some ǫ1 ≪ 1, ǫ2 ≪ 1.
(4) The bit bN+1 now moves out to the region r > 10GM . The value of the entanglement
at timestep N + 1 is
SN+1 = S({b}+ bN+1) (3.8)
since now bN+1 has joined the earlier quanta {b} in the outer region r > 10M .
(5) We now recall the strong subadditivity relation
S(A+B) + S(B + C) ≥ S(A) + S(C) (3.9)
We wish to set A = {b}, B = bn+1, C = cN+1. We note that these sets are made of independent
bits: (i) The quanta {b} have already left the hole and are far away (ii) The quantum bn+1 is
composed of some bits, but as it moves out to the region r > 10GM , it is independent of the
bits remaining in the hole and also the bits {b} (iii) The quantum cN+1 is made of bits which
are left back in the hole. Applying the strong subadditivity relation, we get
S({bi}+ bN+1) + S(bN+1 + cN+1) ≥ S({bi}) + S(cN+1) (3.10)
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Using (3.6),(3.7),(3.8) we get
SN+1 > SN + ln 2− (ǫ1 + ǫ2) (3.11)
Thus for ǫ1, ǫ2 ≪ 1, the entanglement keeps growing monotonically; it does not behave like that
for a normal body where it first rises till the halfway point of evaporation and then falls back
to zero.
We can summarize this conclusion as follows:
If low energy physics around the horizon is ‘normal’ to leading order, then the entanglement
between the radiation and the remaining hole will keep growing.
Note that this statement does not require us to worry about any ‘transplanckian physics’; we
are only asking that physics at low energies appear ‘normal’. Let the horizon radius be R0; the
typical Hawking quantum then has wavelength λ ∼ R0. Take a ‘good slice’ through the horizon,
and look at the state of an outgoing mode with wavelength, say R0/100. If semiclassical physics
were valid at the horizon, then this mode should be in the vacuum state to leading order. Any
small corrections to this mode can be included by writing the state for this mode as
|ψ〉R0/100 = (1− ǫ2 − ǫ′2 − . . . )|0〉 + ǫ|1〉+ ǫ′|2〉+ . . . (3.12)
Semiclassical evolution will make the leading part |0〉 evolve to a state with entangled pairs,
and the corrections in (3.12) can be absorbed into the parameters ǫ1, ǫ2 used above.
3.2 The options for getting unitarity
Hawking, in 1975, advocated that we give up on the unitarity of quantum theory due to the
monotonic rise of the entanglement SN : he argued that when the hole evaporates away then
we will be left with radiation that can only be described by a density matrix [1]. If we are not
willing to give up in quantum theory in this way, then we have the following options:
(i) Remnants: The evaporation of the hole can end in a planck sized remnant. Note that
we could have started with an arbitrarily large hole, and thus obtained an arbitrarily large
entanglement SN near the endpoint of evaporation. To be able to have such an entanglement
we must allow this planck sized remnant to have an infinite number of possible internal states.
It has been suggested that the remnant could be shaped like a baby universe, thus having an
adequate interior region to hold these states.
But the the AdS/CFT duality [22] that is conjectured to hold in string theory does not
allow remnants. Consider global AdS5×S5 spacetime in IIB string theory, whose dual is super
Yang-Mills on the boundary of AdS5. This boundary has the topology of a spatial S
3 × R,
where S3 is the compact spatial section on which the CFT lives. Let the radius of this S3 be
RCFT , and the curvature radius of the AdS5 be RAdS . Then under the AdS/CFT duality, an
energy ∼ 1/RAdS in the gravity theory maps to an energy ∼ 1/RCFT in the field theory.
Now suppose we are limited to an energy E < E0 ∼ mp for our remnants in the gravity
theory. This translates to
ECFT . E0
RAdS
RCFT
(3.13)
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in the CFT. The super Yang Mills is an SU(Nc) theory with a large but finite Nc. Such a
theory on a compact S3 will have a discrete spectrum, and thus a finite number of states at
E < ECFT . Thus a remnant at the center of AdS cannot have an infinite number of states,
and so cannot resolve the problem of growing entanglement.
(ii)Wormholes: In section 3.1.2 we have assumed that once a quantum gets sufficiently far
from the hole then its state does not change further in any significant way, and it becomes a free
streaming particle carrying its own bit of information. One may try to alter this assumption
to evade the problem.
One possibility is to say that the emitted bit is not independent of the degrees of freedom
inside the hole [23, 24]. In the derivation of section 3.1.2, this would invalidate step (5), where
it is assumed that the emitted bit bN+1 becomes independent of the bits in the hole after it
gets sufficiently far from the hole.
We recall the approach along such lines given in [24].3 In this approach, the evolution of low
energy modes around the horizon remains the one given by ‘normal’ physics; thus entangled
pairs are created at the horizon all the way up to the endpoint of evaporation. But the entan-
glement between the emitted quantum and the remaining hole leads to an effective ‘wormhole’
joining the radiated quantum back to the hole. This wormhole has a planck scale throat since it
describes just one bit of entanglement, but a clearer description can be obtained by condensing
the set of emitted b quanta into a second hole. Now the second hole is joined to the first by a
wormhole with a radius that is order the horizon size R0; in fact the two holes form the right
and left halves of an eternal hole joined by the Einstein-Rosen bridge. The emitted quanta {b}
are now found to be in the causal past of the negative energy quanta {c} that fell into the evap-
orating hole. Since the sets {b}, {c} do not live on the same spacelike slice, we cannot compute
an entanglement between them; thus the problem of monotonically growing SN is bypassed.
The nonlocalities implied in this picture are not allowed by our assumption A2, so we will
not consider such approaches. It was also pointed out in [25] that such a picture of wormholes
runs into difficulties with the problem of unbounded entropy inside the horizon. Finally, the
weak coupling computations in string theory reproduce the greybody factors of black hole
radiation, by a process which is like the burning of a piece of coal [26]. Thus the quanta that
are radiated in the weak coupling limit are bits that are independent of the degrees of freedom
in the remaining string state. This suggests that the Hawking radiation bits that are emitted
at strong coupling are also bits that are independent of the remaining hole. Thus we will not
consider such nonlocalities in what follows.4
(iii) Fuzzballs: The third option is that we do not have a horizon at all; the black hole
microstates are like normal bodies with no horizon, which radiate from their surface rather by
by pair creation from the vacuum. In [30] it was found that the size of bound states in string
theory was always order horizon size. Detailed computations of specific states have always
found such a fuzzball structure for microstates; in no case have we obtained a traditional
horizon. The fuzzball conjecture says that all microstates of all black holes are fuzzballs; i.e.,
they are quantum objects of size the horizon scale with no vacuum region around a horizon.
3I thank Juan Maldacena for explaining the details of this idea.
4There are other studies that invoke nonlocalities at the horizon scale [27] or at the boundary of spacetime
[28]. For some other approaches to black hole puzzle, see [29].
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4 The problem of unbounded entropy in the black hole geom-
etry
First consider physics without gravity. Suppose we take a bounded volume V , and also put a
bound on the total energy E. Then we expect to have only a finite number of allowed states;
i.e., we expect the entropy S(E,V ) to be a finite number. Roughly speaking, the limit on
energy puts a limit on the momenta of our degrees of freedom. One cell of phase space volume
d3xd3p ∼ h3 can hold only one quantum state, so with bounded E,V we can get only a finite
number of states.
The situation is less clear when we include gravity, The Newtonian potential −Gm1m2/r is
unbounded below, so we can get infinite momenta and thus an infinite phase space with finite
E,V . But one might hope that quantum effects would cut this down to a finite phase space,
and thus still give finite S(E,V ).
Bekenstein’s work on black hole entropy led to the expression [2]
Sbek =
A
4G
(4.1)
for the entropy of a black hole. Since at least classically a black hole appears to swallow all
information, one might expect that it has the ‘maximal’ possible entropy in some sense. Thus
consider a system with energy E = M . Let the system be confined to a spatial region with
radius R = 2GM . Then a plausible conjecture is that for any system
S(E,V ) ≤ Sbek(M) (4.2)
Note that we need to bound both E and V . If we only fix V , then we can get much more
entropy by taking a ‘black hole gas’ in the volume V [13, 31]. If we only bound E, then we can
spread our particles over a sufficiently large V and thereby get an arbitrarily large entropy.
The conjecture of AdS/CFT duality also supports a bound on S(E,V ). Consider the states
in the gravity theory with energy Egrav. By the energy relations noted in section 3.2 these
states correspond to states in the CFT with energy ECFT = EgravRAdS/RCFT . Since energy
is bounded below in the CFT, there are only a finite number of states with E < ECFT . Thus
S(Egrav) should be bounded in the gravity theory for any Egrav. We do not need to constrain
V since the AdS space acts like a confining box, imposing a high energy cost to any quantum
that ventures too far from the center of AdS.
While the conjecture (4.2) may appear reasonable from a physical perspective, it faces an
immediate difficulty. If our spacetime has a black hole horizon, then as we will now recall, we
can get an arbitrarily large entropy S with a finite M and a finite V . This is the puzzle of
unbounded entropy in the black hole geometry.
4.1 The hypersurfaces admitting large entropy
Consider the Schwarzschild metric in 3+1 dimensions
ds2 = −(1− 2GM
r
)dt2 +
dr2
1− 2GMr
+ r2dΩ22 (4.3)
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We wish to make a spacelike slice in this geometry. Outside the horizon r = 2GM a spacelike
slice can be taken as t = t¯ for some constant t¯. Inside the horizon, space and time interchange
roles, and a spacelike slice can be taken as r = r¯ for some constant r¯. As a concrete example
we may take r¯ = GM , so that this part of the slice is neither near the horizon nor near the
singularity. Note that the part of the slice given by r = r¯ has an infinite proper length. This is
one of the important aspects of the construction that will allow us to get an unbounded entropy
on the slice.
One might worry that the part of the slice inside the horizon cannot be smoothly connected
to the part outside; in that case we would not really have a good spatial slice in the full manifold.
But actually it is easy to join the inside part to the outside part in a smooth way, keeping the
slice spacelike at all points. To see both the outside and inside of the horizon in a common
coordinate patch, we use the Eddington-Finkelstein coordinate
u = t+ r∗ = t+ r + 2GM log(
r
2GM
− 1) (4.4)
Then the metric (4.3) becomes
ds2 = −(1− 2GM
r
)du2 + 2dudr + r2dΩ22 (4.5)
We can choose our spatial slice as follows. For u < u0, we let r = r¯ = GM . For sufficiently
large u, we let the slice be t = t¯. For the connector segment in between, we take dr/du =
1
2 tanh[(u−u0)/GM ]; note that this makes dr/du continuous at u = u0. The connector segment
is then
r(u) =
1
2
GM log
[
cosh
(u− u0)
GM
]
+GM (4.6)
We can join this connector segment to the t = t¯ segment at a place where dt/du = 0 on the
connector segment. Since u = t+r∗, this condition gives dr∗/du = 1, which is dr/du = 1− 2GMr .
With the above expression for r(u), we see that this condition is met at u− u0 ≈ 6.69313GM ,
at which location we have r ≈ 4GM ≡ router. Thus at r = router we join the connector segment
to the hypersurface t = t¯ with no discontinuity in derivatives.
One may still worry that the slice does not have the usual topology R3 of a spacelike slice
in ordinary space, since there is a ‘hole’ in the slice at u → −∞. To remedy this, we assume
that the black hole was formed by the collapse of some matter at some early time ui. Then
once our slice reaches u = ui, we can just cap it off smoothly as shown in fig.7.
If we make such a slice in a large black hole; i.e., a hole with M ≫ mp, then all curvatures
will be small everywhere in the neighborhood of the slice. If low curvatures were a valid criterion
for semiclassical gravity to hold, then we would find that physics on and around this slice is
the semiclassical physics of quantum fields on curved space. We can make such a slice for any
black hole: all we have used is that space and time interchange roles as we move in through the
outer horizon. Thus in what follows we will use the more general metric
ds2 = −f(r)dt2 + dr
2
f(r)
+ r2dΩ2 (4.7)
Let the outer horizon be at r = R0; thus f(R0) = 0. The r = const. part of the slice inside the
hole will be r = r¯ < R0, and we will write f(r¯) ≡ f¯ etc. We define
r∗ =
∫
dr
f
, u = t+ r∗ (4.8)
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Figure 7: The cone depicts a null shell collapsing to make a black hole. The dashed lines are the horizon,
and the thick dashed vertical line is the singularity. The hypersurface has a long part r = r¯ inside the
horizon. On this part we can have quanta with momentum pointing upwards; these have negative energy
as seen from infinity. We can also have quanta with momentum pointing downwards; these have positive
energy as seen from infinity.
and find
ds2 = −f(r)du2 + 2dudr + r2dΩ2 (4.9)
4.2 Placing quanta on the slice
Our next step is to add entropy to this slice. We will add quanta only to the section r = r¯;
thus these quanta will be inside the horizon region r < R0. The spacelike segment r = r¯ is
parametrized by the coordinate u. We ignore the angular directions in what follows since the
relevant vectors have no components in these angular directions. The unit tangent zˆ along the
slice is
zˆ = (zu, zr) =
(
(−f¯) 12 , 0
)
(4.10)
The unit normal to the slice pointing in the ‘forward time direction’ is
nˆ = (nu, nr) =
(
(−f¯)− 12 ,−(−f¯) 12
)
(4.11)
This normal points in the direction of smaller r, in accordance with the fact that time evolution
takes us towards the singularity.
Now consider radially moving massless quanta on this spatial section r = r¯. The momenta
of such quanta are null vectors ~k1, ~k2 where
~k1 = (k
u
1 , k
r
1) = (0, k
r
1) , k
r
1 < 0 (4.12)
~k2 = (k
u
2 , k
r
2) =
(
ku2 ,
1
2
f¯ ku2
)
, ku2 > 0 (4.13)
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In each case we have chosen the signs so that ~ki · nˆ < 0, this ensures that the momenta lie in
the forward light cone.
In a local frame along the slice, the momenta ~k1, ~k2 describe positive energy quanta. But
the energy of such quanta as seen from infinity is given by
E = − ~K · ~ki (4.14)
where ~K is the Killing vector ∂t that becomes the unit vector along time at r → ∞. In the
Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates, we have
~K = (Ku,Kr) = (1, 0) (4.15)
We have K2 = f . Thus K is timelike outside the horizon and spacelike inside the horizon.
We now observe that
E1 = − ~K · ~k1 = −kr1 > 0 (4.16)
E2 = − ~K · ~k2 = 1
2
f¯ku2 < 0 (4.17)
Thus quanta with momenta k1 contribute positively to the mass of the hole while quanta with
momenta k2 contribute negatively. This is of course just a precise formulation of the statement
that the gravitational potential inside the horizon is sufficiently negative to allow the existence
of states whose total energy (rest mass + kinetic + potential) is negative as seen from infinity.
We can now make states in the black hole geometry with arbitrarily large entropy. Consider
for concreteness a solar mass Schwarzschild hole in 3+1 dimensions. The Hawking quanta have
wavelength ∼ 3Km. We will let r¯ = GM . The r = r¯ part of the slice is parametrized by u.
At some value of u = u1, place the center of a photon wavepacket with momentum of type
~k1, with wavelength ∼ 1Km. Moving in the direction of increasing u, leave a space along the
slice of length ∆s ∼ 2Km. Then place a photon wavepacket with momentum of type ~k2, with
wavelength again ∼ 1Km. Continue in this in the direction of increasing u, alternating between
wavepackets of type ~k1 and ~k2. The energy of each of these quanta, as seen from infinity, is of
the order (1Km)−1 ≡ δ, which is very small. Thus on any spacelike slice through the black
hole geometry, the mass M contained within the radius R0 = 2GM is ≈M ± δ.
Let each photon have two spin states, so that it corresponds to one bit with entropy ln 2.
Let there be N quanta of each momentum type ~k1, ~k2 on the slice. We can let the r = r¯ segment
of our spacelike slice be as long as we want, so N can be arbitrarily large. We can therefore get
S = 2N ln 2 > Sbek (4.18)
In fact there is no upper bound to the entropy S inside the horizon r = R0. This is the problem
of unbounded entropy.
4.3 Making the unbounded entropy problem precise
It may appear that there could be several ways around this problem, so let us now close some
possible loopholes.
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4.3.1 Ambiguity in the definition of particles
There is one issue that we have treated in an oversimplified way, so let us address that now. We
are working in the neighborhood of the slice at r = r¯ = R0/2. The curvature length scale here
is ∼ R0. In a curved spacetime, the definition of particles is not unique. So which definition of
particle did we use in the above discussion when we were placing quanta on the slice?
For concreteness, we could use Gaussian normal coordinates around our slice and use it
to define positive frequency modes. But with this and other similar definitions of particles
we have to worry about the energy of vacuum polarization; by this we mean the stress tensor
computed in the semiclassical approximation since we are not talking of the nonperturbative
vecro effects for now. Since the curvature length scale is ∼ R0, the stress tensor components
will be Tab ∼ R−D0 where D is the spacetime dimension. Our quanta above occupied an angular
volume ∼ RD−20 and a distance ∼ R0 along the slice. Thus the vacuum polarization energy
over the region occupied by one of quanta is ∼ R−10 , which is the same order as the energy we
had taken for the quantum that we placed in that region. Can we be sure that the negative
energy quanta that were vital to our argument do contribute enough negative energy so that
the overall energy of the hole remains ≈M , regardless of how a slice e take?
However it is easy to dispose of this concern. One could just take wavelengths ∼ R0/100
rather than ∼ R0 for the quanta. The vacuum polarization energy density remains the same but
the magnitude of the energy carried by the quanta go up by a factor 100 (while still remaining
very small compared to M).
In fact we can go further, and ask what is the smallest wavelength λ that we can use for
the quanta on the slice and encounter the unbounded entropy puzzle the way we have outlined
above. With quanta of wavelength ∼ λ, spaced a distance ∼ λ apart, the energy density is
ρquanta ∼ λ−(d+1). We wish to embed the slice in the standard black hole geometry, so let us
require that the backreaction of this energy create curvatures that are much smaller than the
curvature scale of the black hole metric. This gives
Rquanta ∼ Gρquanta . R−20 (4.19)
which gives
λ & (GR20)
1
(d+1) (4.20)
We need a number of quanta
N & Sbek ∼ R
d−1
0
G
(4.21)
to get (4.18). This needs a spatial volume
V ∼ Nλd & R
d−1
0 λ
d
G
(4.22)
The angular sphere has area A ∼ Rd−10 , so we need a length along the slice
L &
1
A
Rd−10 λ
d
G
∼ λ
d
G
(4.23)
From (4.20) we find
L & G−
1
d+1R
2d
d+1
0 ∼
(
R0
lp
) d−1
d+1
R0 (4.24)
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By contrast if we had used quanta with wavelength λ ∼ R0, then we would need
L & SbekR0 ∼ G−1Rd0 ∼
(
R0
lp
)d−1
R0 (4.25)
which is parametrically larger than (4.24) if R0 ≫ lp.
To summarize, we can put an entropy larger than Sbek on the slice without disturbing the
semiclassical black hole metric significantly if we choose the length L of the r = r¯ part of the
slice to exceed (4.24).
4.3.2 Additivity of the entropy
We have assumed an entropy ∼ 1 per quantum on the slice, and then assumed that this entropy
adds up over the different quanta, so that overall we get the entropy (4.18). But there could be
small corrections to the state on the slice due to quantum gravity effects, which would prevent
the entropy from being simply additive over the quanta. Since the number of quanta involved
is very large, can we be sure that we can arrange for these corrections to be controlled, so that
we can indeed get an entropy satisfying the inequality (4.18)?
To see that small corrections to the state cannot prevent us from realizing (4.18), we can
appeal again to the small corrections theorem. In fact a simple way to get the unbounded
entropy problem is to consider the semiclassical evaporation of the hole, while feeding it at a
rate that maintains its mass. The Hawking pair consists of a particle b that escapes to infinity
and a negative energy particle c that falls into the hole. The particles with momenta of type
~k2 are just these kind of negative energy quanta, as seen on the spacelike slice that we have
taken. The quanta b, c are entangled with an entanglement entropy log 2. Now suppose we keep
feeding the hole with quanta a with energy ∼ T (T is the temperature of the hole) at the same
rate at which the hole is evaporating. Then the infalling quanta a will appear on our spacelike
slice as the quanta with momentum of type ~k1. Before we throw in a, we can entangle it with
a quantum d which we keep outside the hole. Then each of the c, a quanta inside the hole have
an entanglement ln 2 with quanta outside. With N quanta c and N quanta a, the entanglement
entropy of the part of the slice inside the hole with the part outside is
SN = 2N ln 2 (4.26)
The mass of the hole remains ≈M , since we have fed the hole at the same rate at which it was
evaporating.
Eq. (4.26) gives the leading order entanglement entropy between the quanta on the slice
and quanta outside the hole. There can be small corrections to the state of each entangled pair
due to hietherto unknown quantum gravity effects; let these small corrections be bounded by a
parameter ǫ≪ 1. We can now use an argument along the lines of the small corrections theorem
outlines in section 3.1.2, and find that
SN
2N ln 2
= 1−O(ǫ) (4.27)
The number of states possible on the part slice inside the hole must be equal to or larger than
Exp[SN ]. We thus see that the problem of unbounded entropy is a robust one, not affected by
some small heitherto unknown quantum gravity effects.
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4.4 Difficulties with resolving the problem
We see have seen that once we assume that physics along the gently curved slice is usual semi-
classical physics to leading order, we cannot save the conjecture (4.2). One might therefore try
to postulate that novel quantum effects that alter semiclassical behavior even though curvatures
are low everywhere along the slice.
The principal feature of our slice is that it is very long; to get (4.18) with quanta of wave-
length λ ∼ R0 we need to have the length of the r = r¯ part of the slice to be
L & SbekR0 ≫ R0 (4.28)
Even with the smaller wavelengths (4.20), the length L in (4.24) is parametrically larger than
R0. Perhaps we could have a rule that disallows such long slices?
In [8] it was noted that 2-charge extremal holes had a throat which was classically infinite,
but in the full string theory all microstates of the hole had a finite depth, with the maximal
depth being
Lmax =
V
2G
(4.29)
where V is the volume enclosed by a ball with the radius of the horizon. Since V ∼ R0A, we see
that the depth satisfies L . SbekR0. Could this be a general principle saying that hypersurfaces
with deep throats have a bound on the depth of this throat?
Suppose we do conjecture that (4.29) is the maximal length to which we can stretch any
slice even for nonextremal holes. Then we see from (4.28) that we would resolve the unbounded
entropy problem for states made with quanta with λ ∼ R0 [32].
But there is a difficulty with an approach which just postulates that there is a limit to how
much we can stretch a slice. Consider applying this principle to cosmology. In [33] it was argued
that spacetime should be thought of as a rubber sheet, which is characterized not only by its
shape by also by a thickness. As we stretch the slice, the rubber sheet becomes thinner, and
finally when it drops below a monomolecular layer, semiclassical physics on it breaks down (even
though the curvatures have not become high anywhere). Could such a picture be true? Our
universe started as a marble sized ball before inflation, and stretched to a radius of 3000Mpc
today. This large stretching does not appear to have invalidated the semiclassical approximation
for our cosmology. Thus it is not straightforward to simply postulate that a slice cannot be
stretched too much.
A second difficulty is the following. Look at long slice near a value u = u0. The metric gab
at this location has no information about how long the entire r = r¯ part of the slice is. Thus if
new physics has to creep in when the slice becomes too long, then there must be a new variable
at each point of the slice. This variable would tell us if the region we are looking at is a part
of a slice has been stretched to the point where the semiclassical approximation breaks down.
But what would play the role of such a variable in string theory?
We will now see that the vecro part of the wavefunctional creates an extra energy if we try
to stretch the slice past a length ∼ R0; this disallows such stretched slices from being valid
slices in the black hole geometry.
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(a) (b)
Figure 8: (a) The same setup as in fig.7, but we have not stretched the slice to have a the r = r¯ part.
The dark curve on the slice represents a vecro with radius Rv a little larger than the horizon radius R0.
(b) After the slice is evolved forward in time t by ∼ R0, the vecro with the same radius Rv has had to
expand to a larger internal volume.
4.5 How vecros resolve the unbounded entropy problem
We have already made the unbounded entropy problem precise: if we accept the traditional
metric of the hole in regions where the curvature is low, then we can get an arbitrary amount
of entropy inside the horizon, while keeping the mass inside the horizon region at ≈M .
But now we see that the vecro hypothesis gives us a way out of this problem. We have a
new ingredient: the energy of vacuum fluctuations that describe extended configurations. We
do not have a detailed understanding of the behavior of vecros, but let us outline a set of steps
which will show that vecro behavior gives modifications at the correct scales to resolve the
unbounded entropy puzzle:
(i) In fig.8(a) we depict a hypersurface where we have not stretched the slice in the way
we need to for getting large entropy. On this slice consider the vecro configurations that
have a radius Rv & R0 where R0 is the horizon radius. The region spanned by such a vecro
configuration is depicted by the thick line in the figure.
(ii) In fig.8(b) we depict a hypersurface which has been stretched by an amount ∼ R0; this
is not yet a slice on which we have large entropy, since by (4.24) we need to stretch the slice
by an amount that is parametrically larger than R0 to get S > Sbek. We see that a vecro
with outer boundary at Rv & R0 now has a larger internal volume; i.e. it has been expanded.
This leads to the vecro configuration having a larger energy. Note that the shape of the region
which has been stretched satisfies the condition (1.11) for vecro deformations to be a significant
correction to semiclassical physics.
(iii) In fig.9(a) we sketch the vecro potential and corresponding wavefunctional for the
situation in fig.8(a). In fig.9(b) we depict the rise in energy of the vecro configurations with
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(a) (b)
Figure 9: (a) The vecro potential in Minkowski spacetime, and the corresponding vacuum wavefunctional
Ψ0[g]. (b) The vecro potential has become higher due to a deformation of spacetime; the wavefunctional
now has a smaller width and a higher energy.
outer radius Rv & R0. The wavefunctional now has a smaller spread; we can see this from the
expression (2.18), where the action S˜ will be larger for the vecro with radius Rv as the potential
energy of this vecro has increased. The wavefunctional in fig.9(b) has a higher energy than the
wavefunctional in fig.9(a), due to the higher potential and the larger gradient terms induced by
the narrower spread of the wavefunctional.
In the potential (2.26) if we put δ ∼ 1 then we get for the energy increase of such vecros
∆Evecro ∼ U ∼ R
d−2
0
G
∼M (4.30)
where M is the mass of the hole. We conjecture that this rise in energy satisfies
∆Evecro > M (4.31)
(iv) Note that the energy (4.31) is due to the deformation of the vecro wavefunctional; it is
separate from the energy M of the matter on the slice which made the black hole. Thus the
total energy on the slice in fig.8(b) is
Etotal =M +∆Evecro > 2M (4.32)
(v) We therefore see that a slice like that in fig.8(b) cannot be a slice in the geometry of
a black hole of mass M . One might try to extend the slice to be of the kind depicted in fig.7,
and then place negative energy quanta on the r = const. part of this slice. This will reduce
the energy of the slice, and one might ask if it is then possible to bring Etotal back down to the
value M . But we note that at no stage along the slice should the energy enclosed reach down
to zero, as the horizon radius would then vanish and we cannot have a spacelike slice inside the
horizon. Thus the total energy from the negative energy quanta on the r = const. section must
satisfy
Enegative > −M (4.33)
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We then see that the total energy on the slice is
Etotal =M +∆Evecro + Enegative > M (4.34)
Thus we see that while we can have a slice like that in fig.8(a), we cannot have a slice like that
in fig.8(b) or a slice like that in fig.7. This resolves the puzzle.
5 Resolving the information paradox
The information paradox is intimately tied to the notion of causality. After all if we did not
have to respect any notion of staying within light cones, then we could imagine novel quantum
gravity process occurring at the singularity which transport information to, say, r = 10GM ,
after which this information could freely flow out to infinity. In that case we would have no
paradox, since we do not have any a priori constraints on what novel physics can happen at a
singularity.
We will therefore begin in section 5.1 with a discussion of causality. In section 5.2 we will
note the role of this causality in the argument for the information paradox. In section 5.3 will
describe the scenario of gravitational collapse under the vecro hypothesis, and see how we evade
the paradox while maintaining causality. In section 5.4 we will study how causality constrains
modifications to this picture where we try to get fuzzball formation on timescales faster than
∼ R0.
5.1 Causality
In quantum field theory on flat spacetime, causality tells us that we cannot send signals outside
the light cone. Technically, one finds that the quantum field is defined by local operators φˆ(x)
which commute at spacelike separations
[φˆ(x), φˆ(y)] = 0, (x− y)2 > 0 (5.1)
for bosonic fields and anticommute for fermionic fields.
Quantum field theory on a curved spacetime has a similar behavior. The spacetime has a
light cone at each point. Consider two points x, y such that there is no path between them that
remains timelike or null at all points along its length. Then bosonic field operators at x, y will
commute and fermionic operators will anticommute.
The situation becomes more confusing when we get to quantum gravity, where the metric
itself fluctuates. In the Wheeler-de Wit formalism, the state is described by a wavefunctional
Ψ[(3)g]. A 4-d spacetime emerges only as an approximate construct, and that too only for
appropriately chosen wavefunctionals. Since the light cones are not rigidly fixed, there cannot
be a strict analogue of (5.1).
Nevertheless, we find that some semblance of causality appears to hold even in very non-
pertubative quantum gravity processes. Consider bubble nucleation in cosmology, where we
tunnel from one metric to a different metric. In such a situation, should we respect causality
with respect to the light cones of the starting metric, or the final metric, or neither? The
computation shows that the outer surface of the expanding bubble moves at a speed less than c
with respect to the metric outside the bubble, and its inner surface travels moves with a speed
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less than c with respect to the metric inside the bubble. Similarly a ‘bubble of nothing’ created
by tunneling in a spacetime M3,1 × S1 expands at a speed slower than c in M3,1 [7]. So we
should not be quick to discard causality in quantum gravity.
We will adopt the following conjecture for our theory of quantum gravity:
(i) Consider classical Minkowski spaceM labelled by points x. M is a maximally symmetric
space with symmetry group G = R(d, 1) ⋊ SO(d, 1). There will exist a vacuum |0〉 for the full
quantum gravity theory which is invariant under the symmetry group G. Further, the quantum
fields of the gravity theory are defined by operators φˆ(x), where x are the points of the classical
spaceM. These operators will exactly commute/anticommute when x, y are spacelike separated
in the classical Minkowski metric M.
(ii) Suppose the quantum gravity wavefunctional Ψ[(3)g] describes a gently curved spacetime
in a region W; i.e., we have a metric with curvature radius
Rc ≫ lp (5.2)
Now one cannot demand that relations like (5.1) be exactly true. But we assume that they are
still true to leading order; i.e., if we scale all parameters so that Rc/lp →∞ then the effect on
low energy physics of any propagation of signals outside the light cones will go to zero.
To summarize, we assume that in Minkowski spacetime we have strict causality; i.e., we
cannot send signals outside the light cones as defined by the fiducial classical metric used to
define the quantum gravity theory.5 Further, we assume that if the space is gently curved, then
we violate this causality only slightly; this is the content of assumption A2 which says that ‘if
curvatures are low throughout a spacetime region, then causality holds to leading order’.
5.2 The role of causality in the information paradox
With this picture of causality, we outline the steps leading to the black hole information paradox:
(a) Consider a spherically symmetric shell of massM , composed of radially moving massless
particles. Let the proper radius of the shell be R(λ) where λ parametrizes the null trajectories.
Take one of the particles p. By causality, particles p′ on the shell which are not infinitesimally
close to p cannot send a signal to p which would signal their existence.
(b) Suppose that the quantum gravity vacuum was such that all fluctuations of importance
were local; for instance, the fluctuations could be confined to a length scale . lp.
(c) Given (a),(b) we can say that the infall of p would be, to leading order, the same as
it would be in a patch of locally smooth spacetime. The reason is that at any one location
on the shell, neither the classical gravity theory nor the quantum fluctuations know about the
existence of the remainder of the shell. In that case we must have the validity of the equivalence
principle which says that the motion of any particle like p can be assumed to take place in a
5A similar situation should hold for AdS space since that is also maximally symmetric. de Sitter space is
maximally symmetric at the classical level but it is not clear if a quantum vacuum can be found which is invariant
under the full symmetry group.
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Figure 10: (a) The gravitational collapse of a dust cloud generates a horizon; the light cones point inwards
inside the horizon. (b) Vecro configurations inside the horizon are also forced to keep compressing due
to the inward pointing structure of light cones.
local patch of spacetime that is approximately flat. In particular this would hold true as p
crosses the horizon radius R(λ) = 2GM . Thus the shell must pass through its horizon without
encountering any obstruction to its leading order classical infall.
(d) Once the shell is inside its horizon, the light cones in the region
R(λ) < r < 2GM (5.3)
points ‘inwards’; see fig.10(a). Our assumption of causality to leading order now tells us that
regardless of what happens to the shell when it reaches R(λ)→ 0, the shell cannot change the
leading order evolution of low energy fields around r = 2GM . Thus the state of Hawking pairs
created at the horizon can be modified only by O(ǫ) with ǫ≪ 1.
(e) The small corrections theorem now tells us that these O(ǫ) corrections cannot stop the
monotonic rise in entanglement between the radiation and the remaining hole. We will therefore
be forced to information loss or remnants; the former is not allowed in a quantum theory of
gravity like string theory, and the latter is disallowed in string theory if we accept AdS/CFT
duality.
We have given the steps of the information paradox in full detail so that we can set up the
discussion of its resolution. The step we will alter is (b): vecros are extended objects that exist
as fluctuations in the vacuum, so they are not localized to within a fixed distance like lp. This
extended size does not of course violate causality. The spacetime region where the hole will
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form has been in existence for a long time before we send in the shell of mass M . So there has
been ample time for it to develop correlations over extended length scales, e.g. on scales of size
∼ GM . If such correlations lower the energy in our gravity theory, then the vacuum state must
have these vecros as a part of its wavefunctional.
5.3 Gravitational collapse with the vecro hypothesis
We now outline the picture of collapse in a theory where we have the vecro component of the
vacuum wavefunctional:
(a’) Consider again the shell of mass M made of radially infalling massless quanta, let its
radius be R(λ). The region 0 ≤ r < R(λ) is flat spacetime. Note that the shell is collapsing in
a spacetime which at t→ −∞ was Minkowski space where, by our assumptions in section 5.1,
causality is exact. Thus there can be no effect of the shell, classical or quantum, in its interior.
(b’) Outside the shell, the spacetime is distorted by the gravitational field of the shell. First
consider the situation where the shell is far outside its Schwarzschild radius; i.e., R(λ) ≫ R0.
The gravitational attraction outside the shell is weak. The vecro excitations in the vacuum
get pulled inwards by the gravitational field of the shell, but this effect is small. The vecros
compress only slightly, and stabilize with a slightly smaller radius. Thus the vecro part of the
vacuum wavefunctional distorts only by a small amount. This distortion is part of the normal
adjustment of the vacuum wavefunctional to the presence of the mass M , and is included in
the semiclassical physics of quantum fields on curved spacetime.
(c’) Now consider the situation where the shell has passed through its horizon, so R(λ) < R0.
Consider a vecro with radius Rv in the range R(λ) < Rv < R0. The light cones in this region
point ‘inwards’, so the structure in the vecro has to keep compressing (fig.10(b)); it cannot
resist this compression and stabilize at a slightly smaller radius. The compression of the vecro
will reach δ ∼ 1, and the vecro structure will be completely altered. Thus the vecro part of
the vacuum wavefunctional distorts by a large amount. Just as distorting the wavefunctional
of the semiclassical wavefunctional gave rise to the creation of on-shell particles, distorting the
vecro part of the wavefunctional gives rise to on-shell fuzzballs.
(d’) Let us also consider the energy balance on a hypersurface through the spacetime. To see
the creation of fuzzballs, we have to look at the region R(λ) < r < R0, over a spacetime region
of size ∼ R0. Thus we have to look at hypersurfaces like that in fig.8(b) which have evolved by
∆u ∼ R0 to the future of the hypersurface describing the null shell. We have noted in section
4.5 that the vecro wavefunctional acquires an extra energy ∆Evecro from the region between
the shell and the horizon. This energy is in addition to the energy M of the shell that creates
the hole. But in the present case we are limited to a total energy M for the system, since we
are following a process of dynamical evolution for a shell which had energy M at r →∞.
Thus we need a source of negative energy on the slice. Now we note that once we distort
the vecro wavefunctional to create on-shell fuzzballs, then these fuzzballs excitations are like
normal excitations of the spacetime. Such excitations carry energy that is positive in a local
orthonormal frame, but since they are located in the region R < R0, their energy as seen from
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infinity can be either positive or negative (see the discussion of section 4.2). We see that the
energy of these fuzzball excitations ∆Efuzzballs must be negative, and we can then get
Etotal =M +∆Evecro +∆Efuzzballs =M (5.4)
as required by energy conservation.
To summarize, the gravitational field of the shell destabilizes the vecro part of the vacuum
wavefunctional in the region R(λ) < r < R0, creating fuzzballs that fill this region. This
evolution to fuzzballs happens on a scale of order the crossing time, after which the fuzzballs
radiate from their surface like any normal body; this resolves the information paradox. Note
that the extended nature of the vecro configurations allowed them to ‘feel around’ an extended
region and thus detect the existence of the entire infalling shell. In the argument of section (5.2)
we violate the assumption in step (b) since the vecros fluctuations have all sizes upto infinity,
and this in turn invalidates the equivalence principle assumed in step (c). This is what allows
us to evade the paradox.
Note that we have not violated causality or locality; signals still propagate in the spacetime
with a speed less than or equal to the speed of light. In the following section we will see that
this constraint of causality prevents us from having a picture where fuzzball formation takes
place over timescales that are even shorter than crossing time ∼ R0.
5.4 The constraint from partial shells
We have given a picture where the deformation of the vecro wavefunctional in the region R(λ) <
r < R0 changes this region from the vacuum to a region filled with fuzzball excitations. This
change happens over a spacetime region of size ∼ R0. This scale was built into our picture
by the requirement that the vecros compress by a factor of order unity; i.e., δ ∼ 1. Since the
vecros of interest have a radius ∼ R0, the spacetime region involved in this compression also
has a size ∼ R0.
At this point one could ask: could we instead postulate that vecros turn into on-shell
fuzzballs under a parametrically smaller compression? A fundamental length scale in quantum
gravity is the planck length lp. Could we require that a vecro gets destroyed under the com-
pression Rv → Rv− lp? In that case the infalling shell will turn into fuzzballs just after it enters
its horizon radius R0.
In this section we will argue that such a stronger requirement on vecros is not allowed by
causality. In fact we cannot take any fixed length s and require that the new effects of vecros
arise for the compression
Rv → Rv − s (5.5)
This constraint arises by requiring a physically reasonable behavior for the evolution of partial
shells; i.e., shells which form a fraction of a sphere but not a whole sphere. When this fraction
is small, the shell should behave like a plane wave, which should not leave a wake of fuzzballs
when it passes through a region with low curvature. Causality says that one part of the shell
cannot know about the existence of the remainder of the shell until light has had time to travel
far enough to explore these other parts of the shell. This will force us to require a fractional
compression of order unity (i.e., δ ∼ 1) for the vecro configuration before it leads to novel effects
like fuzzball creation.
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A given point of a vecro responds to the gravitational field present at that point. We
therefore wish to understand what part of this field is produced by different regions of the shell.
Since this computation is difficult for gravity, we will first perform it for the simpler case of
electromagnetism, and then extrapolate the conclusions to gravity.
5.4.1 A shell in electrodynamics
First consider a static shell of charge Q and radius R, in d + 1 spacetime dimensions. The
charge per unit area is
σ =
Q
Rd−1Ωd−1
(5.6)
where Ωd−1 is the volume of a unit d− 1 sphere. The electric field outside the sphere is
~E =
kQ
rd−1
rˆ = kσΩd−1
(
R
r
)d−1
rˆ (5.7)
Consider this field at a point P just outside the sphere; i.e. at a radius r = R+ a with a≪ R.
This field can be broken up into contributions from two parts of the shell:
(i) The part of the shell close to P. This part looks like a flat plane. The flux from this
plane is normal to the plane, and equal in magnitude on the two sides of the plane. Thus by
the Gauss law this part of the shell contributes a field
~E1 ≈ 1
2
kσΩd−1rˆ (5.8)
(ii) The remainder of the shell. We get a contribution from all regions of this part, not just
the points close to P. This contribution is
~E2 ≈ 1
2
kσΩd−1rˆ (5.9)
Thus ~E1 + ~E2 = ~E.
As we will now note, the situation is very different when we consider the shell to be collapsing
at the speed of light. Suppose the shell has reached a radius R(λ) = R, and we are again looking
at the field at a point P with radius r = R + a, with a ≪ R. The point P cannot receive any
information from the charges on the shell that are coming in at angular directions very different
from the angular position of P . In fact P can know only about points on the shell that are
within a disc of radius ∼ a around the point P ′ on the shell closest to P. The electric field ~E
at P , on the other hand, is has the same value (5.7) as in the static case; this follows by the
Gauss law. Thus this ~E must arise only from the charges in the small disc around P ′; the other
charges in the shell are irrelevant to the field at P .
In Appendix A we compute the field exactly for any velocity v of the collapsing shell, and
thereby verify the above observation. Here we summarize the physics with the help of fig.11. If
a charge is moving at a high speed, then its electric field lines get compressed to a plane that is
perpendicular to the direction of motion. Since electrodynamics is linear, we can just add the
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Figure 11: The circle denotes a spherical shell of charged particles falling radially inwards at the speed
of light. The electric field of a charge at P¯ is confined to a plane transverse to the motion of charge.
Thus the field at P gets contributions only from charges like P¯ that lie on the dotted circle.
fields from the different charges on the shell. From fig.11 we see that points that are far from P ′
have their fields concentrated in planes that do not reach P . The field at P gets contributions
only from points like P¯ in the figure; these points form a ring of radius ∼ a around P ′.6
As we increase the velocity of the shell from v = 0 to v = 1, we find that the contribution
of the part of the shell close to P ′ rises and the contribution of the rest of the shell falls, till at
v = 1 the contribution comes just from the dotted ring in fig.11 which lies in a neighborhood
around P ′ of radius ∼ a.
This discussion is important because the constraints imposed by causality can be studied
using the behavior of partial shells; i.e., shells which cover only a solid angle ∆Ω out of the full
sphere. We will examine such constraints now.
5.4.2 Partial shells in gravity
First consider a single particle moving at the speed of light in otherwise empty Minkowski space.
The metric is given by the Aichelburg-Sexl shock wave
ds2 = −dudv + h(ρ)δ(v)dv2 + (dρ2 + ρ2dyidyi) (5.10)
where u = t+ x, v = t− x and △h = −Cδ(y) for some constant C.
6One often thinks of a spherical shell as being made of a large number of particles n, and then taking the
limit of n large. We see that for null shells the field ~E is not smooth in this limit. Since the field at P comes only
from points like P¯ on a ring, the field at P will be zero if there are no charges that lie precisely on this ring. This
fact has its equivalent for the gravitational field of a null shell; the nonsmoothness of this limit will be relevant
for the question of how the information in the shell is transferred to the fuzzballs that are created by its gravity.
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Suppose that an observer is standing at a fixed position P = (x¯, y¯i). Before the shock
arrives, his neighborhood is a patch of flat Minkowski space, and after the shock passes, it is
flat Minkowski space again. But during the time that the shock was crossing the position P , the
metric near P was strongly time dependent. One may then ask: why did this time dependent
metric not lead to particle creation?
The answer of course is that the metric of the shock wave is fine-tuned in such a way
that such particle creation will not happen. To get this metric we start with a particle of
small mass m at rest; this metric is weak away from the particle and also time-independent
so that it does not create particles. Then we boost the particle with a boost γ. The limit
m → 0, γ → ∞, with mγ fixed gives the shock wave metric. The boost results in a Lorentz
contraction of the gravitational field to a plane perpendicular to the direction of motion, much
like the eletromagnetic case. We therefore end up with flat Minkowski space both before and
after the shock.
If we think of the shock as having a small width δ, then the vacuum is indeed disturbed
when the shock reaches P . But the field of the shock is arranged in such a way that these
disturbances are cancelled out by the time the shock passes. This ‘miraculous’ arrangement is,
of course, a consequence of the underlying Lorentz invariance of Minkowski space which allowed
us to get the time-dependent shock as a boost from a time independent metric.
Before proceeding, we note that all that was said above holds if we smear the source of the
Aichelburg-Sexl wave into a disc D transverse to the motion. For a disc D with surface energy
density σ and radius ρ0 the metric would be
ds2 = −dudv + f(ρ)δ(v)dv2 + (dρ2 + ρ2dyidyi) (5.11)
with
△f(ρ) = −σ, ρ < ρ0
= 0, ρ > ρ0 (5.12)
so the space would be flat Minkowski space before and after the passage of the wave.
Now consider the case of an infalling shell in gravity, with the particles moving radially at
the speed of light. As noted above a single particle moving at the speed of light creates the
Aichelburg-Sexl metric (5.10) where the gravitational field is confined to a plane transverse to
the motion. This is analogous to the electromagnetic case where the field of a charge moving
at the speed of light was also confined to the transverse plane. But gravity is not linear, so
we cannot superpose the shock waves from different particles to get the overall gravitational
dynamics created by the shell. Thus we will proceed with qualitative arguments as follows. We
will compare two cases:
Case A: We have a shell of mass M made of radially infalling particles moving at the
speed of light. The radius of the shell is R(λ) where λ is the affine parameter along the radial
trajectories. At some point λ = λ0 the shell crosses its horizon R0. At a slightly larger λ, the
shell is at a radius
R(λ) = R0 − s (5.13)
where we take
s≪ R0 (5.14)
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Consider a point P ′ on the shell when the shell is at the radius (5.13). We are interested in the
gravitational effects at points P which is just outside the shell, after the shell has crossed its
horizon. We will let P have the same angular coordinates as P ′. We set
rP = R0 − s
2
(5.15)
We still need to select one more coordinate to define the point P . We will actually look at a set
of such points P defined as follows. Outside the shell we have the Schwarzschild metric, and
we can place the usual Kruskal u, v coordinates on this region. Take a ball in u, v space of size
∼ s around the point P ′ on the shell; i.e., we take the region around P ′ outside the shell with
distance from P ′ given through ∆u ∼ s,∆v ∼ s. We are interested in points P in this ball with
the radius (5.15) and angular coordinate the same as P ′.
In semiclassical gravity there is nothing special at such points P near the horizon; we just
have gently curved spacetime there with curvature radius ∼ R0. The question we have is the
following: with the vecro hypothesis, will the spacetime at P be altered from the local vacuum
to a region having fuzzball excitations?
Case B: To answer the above question, we also consider a second physical system. We
again start with the shell of mass M as in case A. When the shell reaches a radius
r = R0 +D (5.16)
we alter the dynamics of the shell as follows. Select a point P ′ on the shell as in case A. Mark
out a sector of the shell whose boundary is a d− 2 dimensional sphere centered at P ′. Let the
solid angle enclosed by this sector be ∆Ω. This sector is a ‘partial shell’ which we will denote
by S∆Ω. We assume that S∆Ω continues moving inwards at the speed of light as before.The
rest of the shell we will denote by S ′. We assume that S ′ stops its infall at rstop = R0 +D and
stays at that location.7 We assume that D ∼ R0. Further, let
∆Ω≪ 1 (5.17)
so that S∆Ω behaves like an almost flat disc. The radius of this disc is
l ∼ R0(∆Ω)
1
d−1 (5.18)
We assume that
s≪ l . D (5.19)
where s was the distance inside the horizon that was selected in (5.14).
We now ask the same question that we did in case A. Do we have fuzzball excitations at
the points P just outside the partial shell?
To answer the above question, we begin by asking: is the gravitational dynamics the same
at the location P in both cases A and B? We argue that it should indeed be the same. The
reason is that for the dynamics to be different, the point P must have the information about
7We assume that the change in the nature of the infalling particles required to make this alteration of dynamics
arises from potentials that are small enough to not affect the argument.
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whether the part S ′ of the shell did or did not continue its journey past rstop = R0 +D. We
argue as follows:
(i) Before any part of the shell reaches the radius rP , the metric at P is flat; there is no
signal of any of the incoming particles since these particles are coming in at the speed of light
from infinity and none of them has reached P .
(ii) After particles of the shell have crossed the radius rP , there is a nontrivial gravitational
effect at P . For case B, consider a particle on the boundary of the segment S ′; such a particle
is the closest to P and so has the best change of sending information to P . Suppose a signal is
dispatched from the point P ′′ on this particle’s trajectory where the particle stops at rstop. Let
us ask if such a signal can reach the point P ′ on the shell. The answer to this is obviously no;
this follows since the point P ′ is reached by a radial null trajectory along an infalling particle,
while the signal from P ′′′ has to cover the same radial distance as well as an angular distance
∼ l in the same time.
We have taken s to be much smaller than all other length scales involved; we think of it
as a fixed length (say planck length lp) and then scale up all other lengths in the problem by
taking R0 →∞. Then if a signal cannot reach from P ′′ to P ′, then it cannot reach from P ′′ to
P either. The field at P is thus the same in cases A and B, and so can be said to come from
the partial shell S∆Ω, with no contribution from the remainder S ′. this is analogous to the
situation with the null shell on electromagnetism, where we could carry out the computation
of the field explicitly.
We can now conclude our argument. In case B we do not expect fuzzball excitations to
arise at P . We have not made a black hole, and the gravitational effects at P arise from a disc
which is very gently curved, and so is almost like the Aicehberg-Sexl disc (5.11). For such a disc
we expect that the spacetime will return to the local vacuum after the disc has passed. But if
there are no fuzzball excitations at P in case B, then there cannot be any fuzzball excitations
in case A either, since the field at P cannot, by causality, know about the difference between
cases A and B.
This concludes the argument. The lesson from this argument is an important one for the
dynamics of vecros. A vecro configuration is an extended object with some radius Rv. But
the dynamics of the theory is local, and signals cannot propagate faster than the speed of
light. Thus we cannot get novel physics like fuzzball formation by compressing a vecro by an
amount s ≪ Rv. To get these novel effects we must compress the vecro by a distance s ∼ Rv;
over such times the entire vecro structure can receive a signal that the compression is taking
place. Equivalently, the time scales for which vecros of radius Rv must be deformed to create a
permanent deformation in their wavefunctional is ∆t ∼ Rv; deformation on times much shorter
than this lead to semiclassical physics without any creation of fuzzballs.8
8One may also ask about the constraint from causality in the process of colliding two oppositely moving
Aichelberg-Sexl shock waves. The spacetime in this case differs in an essential, way from the case of the collapsing
shell, as noted in the discussion of fig.7 of [14]. For the collapsing shell we have a region R(λ) < r < R0 where
the light cones have turned ‘inwards’, and no signal can escape from this region to infinity; this is also the region
where fuzzball formation will happen. By contrast, for the colliding shock waves there is no such region; signals
from the shocks can escape to infinity for all times of emission upto the moment of collision. Thus the spacetime
remains Minkowski space (with no fuzzball formation) in the neighborhood of each shock wave; fuzzball formation
happens only after their actual collision when nontrivial effects could be expected to occur anyway.
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6 Cosmology
The information paradox poses a puzzle for black holes, and we have noted that using the small
corrections theorem we can convert this puzzle to a precise contradiction. We will now recall
how we can map this puzzle to an equally precise puzzle for cosmology [34].
Suppose we have (i) CPT invariance (ii) the Birkoff theorem of classical gravity holding to
leading order in gently curved spacetime (iii) our assumption of causality to leading order in
gently curved spacetime. Then as we will recall below, we can map a ball of dust in an expanding
cosmology to the gravitational collapse of a dust ball in asymptotically flat spacetime. The
information paradox requires order unity quantum gravity effects at the black hole horizon to
preserve unitarity. But as we will note below, we do not see evidence for large violations of
semiclassical physics in the sky. How should we account for this difference between the black
hole horizon and the cosmological horizon?
We will see that the vecro hypothesis resolves this puzzle by noting a basic difference in the
structure of the quantum gravity wavefunctional between the two cases. More precisely, the
vecro distribution function will differ between asymptotically flat spacetime and an expanding
cosmology. In asymptotically flat spacetime we have vecros fluctuations of all radii Rv, while
in a cosmology these fluctuations exist only with radii smaller than the cosmological horizon
radius; i.e. Rv . H
−1.
This difference will resolve the contradiction noted above. What is interesting is that this
resolution of the puzzle brings in the role of quantum gravity at the cosmological horizon scale,
just as the fuzzball resolution of the information paradox brought in the role of quantum gravity
for black holes at the black hole horizon scale. Thus we open the door to many possible effects
of quantum gravity in today’s universe, in particular for the cosmological constant problem.
6.1 Mapping the information paradox to cosmology
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 12: (a) A constant time slice in a homogeneous collapsing flat cosmology. (b) By the Birkoff
theorem, the dynamics of the marked ball cannot change if we remove the matter outside. (c) The
collapsing ball then reproduces the semiclassical picture of the black hole, a situation which leads to the
information paradox.
We proceed in the following steps:
(a) Consider a flat dust cosmology in d+ 1 spacetime dimensions
ds2 = −dT 2 + a2(T )(dr2 + r2dΩ2d−1) (6.1)
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The energy density of the dust, measured in a local orthonormal frame where the dust is at
rest, has the form
T 00 = ρ0 =
C
ad
(6.2)
The cosmological metric has the expansion
a = a0T
2
d =
(
4πdGC
d− 1
) 1
d
T
2
d (6.3)
(b) We map the big bang (6.1) to a big crunch by the map T → −T . We assume that our
physical theory is invariant under CPT; the standard model and string theory both have this
invariance. The physical theory will then allow a big crunch solution if it allows a big bang
solution.
(c) Consider the spacelike slice T = T0 < 0. Let the density of dust on this slice ρ0 be low,
very much below the planck scale. Mark out a ball around ~r = 0 of proper radius Rb = a(T )rb.
The mass of dust in this ball is
Mb = ρ0
Ωd−1
d
(Rb)
d = C
Ωd−1
d
rdb (6.4)
(d) As the universe heads towards the big crunch, the proper radius of the ball Rb(T )
shrinks towards zero. At least at the classical level, the evolution inside this ball is identical
to the gravitational collapse of a dust ball of mass Mb in asymptotically flat spacetime. The
reason the two evolutions are similar is the Birkoff theorem, which holds in classical general
relativity. This theorem says that the metric inside a spherically symmetric shell is flat. Thus a
spherical shell should have no gravitational influence on its interior. This implies that if matter
is distributed in a spherically symmetric way outside a shell r > Rb, then we can replace the
matter at r > Rb by empty space.
We use this result as follows. On the slice T = T0 we discard the dust in the region outside
our selected ball and replace it with empty space. The surface of the collapsing ball is matched
onto an exterior Schwarzschild metric
ds2S = −(1−
(
R0
R
)d−2
)dT 2 +
dR2
(1− (R0R )d−1
+R2dΩ2d−2 (6.5)
with
R0 =
(
16πGMb
(d− 1)Ωd−1
) 1
d−2
(6.6)
(e) We have now mapped the cosmological situation to the black hole problem. Suppose
we observe the cosmology and notice no order unity violations of semiclassical physics at the
radius R0 in (6.6). Then we would not be able to get a violations of semiclassical physics at
the black hole horizon either. But if we keep semiclassical physics at the horizon to leading
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order, then by the small corrections theorem we cannot resolve the information paradox while
maintaining causality in gently curves spacetime (fig.12).
(f) One might argue that the Birkoff theorem does not need to strictly hold in quantum
theory. For example the Casimir effect can give a small nonzero energy density inside a con-
ducting shell, while the classical electromagnetic theory would have predicted a zero energy
density. But here we can again use the small corrections theorem. Suppose the process of
replacing the dust cosmology (6.1) by empty spacetime (6.5) in the region R > Rb(T ) creates a
small error to the evolution of the ball in the region R < Rb(T ). We can include this error as a
small correction to the Hawking pairs that will be created in the Schwarzschild metric (6.5), as
indicated in (3.4). But then the small corrections theorem (3.11) tells us that we will continue
to have the problem of growing entanglement; i.e., these small corrections will not get us out
of the paradox. Thus in mapping cosmological evolution to a collapsing dust ball we just need
the Birkoff theorem to hold to ‘leading order’; not as an exact result in the quantum gravity
theory.
This concludes the argument. Note that we used a dust cosmology in our argument, as
opposed to a cosmology with a more general fluid having a nonzero pressure p. If we had p 6= 0,
then the part of the cosmology (6.1) at R > Rb(T ) would exert a pressure on the dust ball
R < Rb(T ). In that case we cannot replace the outside of the ball by empty space without
altering the dynamics of the ball itself. We will see later that the vecro fluctuations of the
quantum gravity wavefunctional connect the physics across the radius Rb, and this is what will
resolve the contradiction.
6.2 Observing the horizon scale
Let us now note what we can learn from observations of the sky. We will note that we can
observe matter that is squeezed past the density that would make a horizon in asymptotically
flat space, and we can also observe dynamics at cosmological horizons. These facts will confirm
that we indeed have the puzzle in section 6.1 above; i.e., we need to reconcile the need for
order unity quantum gravity effects at the black hole horizon with observations that show no
violations of semiclassical physics in the sky.
6.2.1 Squeezing of matter to a size less that its horizon radius
We see galaxies when the light they emit reaches us. If we look at objects that are further out,
then our vision encompasses a larger amount of matter. Moreover, we are looking at matter
at earlier times T , so this matter would have been denser. Thus if we look at a large enough
sphere in the sky today, then we could be looking at a ball of matter which was heavy enough
and dense enough to be within its own Schwarzschild radius.
Let us make this more precise. Suppose we are looking at light emitted from a sphere of
dust at time T1. Let the proper radius of this sphere be Rp (as measured at this time T1). Let
the mass of this dust ball beM , and the Schwarzschild radius for this mass be Rs. If Rp ≪ Rs,
then we are observing a sphere of dust that has been compressed to a size much smaller than
its horizon radius.
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The details of this computation are in Appendix B; here we summarize the results. We find
that
C ≡ Rp
Rs
=
(
(d− 2)
2
) 2
d−2
(
T1
T0
) 2
d
(6.7)
Suppose we set
T0 ≈ 1.4 × 1010 yrs, T1 ≈ 4× 105 yrs (6.8)
This gives
C ∼ 2× 10−4 ≪ 1 (6.9)
Thus we can observe balls of matter that have been squeezed much past their horizon radius. If
we do not observe violations of semiclassical physics for balls of matter that have been squeezed
in this way, then we have to reconcile this fact with the need for quantum gravity effects at the
black hole horizon.
Note that as far as the information paradox black hole it is still possible for the a dust ball to
squeeze over crossing time to a radius that is much smaller than its horizon size, and then relax
to a fuzzball type object on a longer time scale; as long as the horizon gets removed in a time
shorter than the Hawking evaporation time scale we will avoid the problem of monotonically
growing entanglement of Hawking pairs. But in our picture of gravitational collapse we have
fuzzball formation in a time of order the crossing time. Thus we need to reconcile this behavior
of dust balls squeezed in gravitational collapse with the existence of highly squeezed dust balls
in cosmology.
6.2.2 Observing the cosmological horizon
The black hole horizon has a definite location: it is a sphere of radius 2GM around the center
of the hole. By contrast the cosmological horizon is not a particular place; rather, it is a is
a length scale, and we can draw a sphere of this radius around any point in our homogenous
universe. Since we see no large quantum gravity effects in our solar neighborhood, we could use
this to conclude that there should be no large quantum gravity effects at cosmological horizons.
But one might still argue that the relevant effects can only be seen only upon observing regions
as large as the horizon. Can we observe regions this large?
We cannot see past the cosmological horizon today, since light from distances of this order
would barely have reached us today. But in the past the cosmological horizon was smaller,
and looking at the sky we can indeed see regions larger than the cosmological horizon at those
times.
Consider an early time T1 at which we can observe the universe through light emitted at
T = T1. In Appendix B.3 we find that the cosmological horizon radius at this time is, in
comoving coordinates
r1(t1) =
d
2a0
T
d−2
d
1 (6.10)
Now consider the comoving radius of the region that we can observe; this is given by rp(T1).
The ratio of these two radii is
C˜ ≡ r1(T1)
rp(T1)
∼
(
T1
T0
) d−2
d
(6.11)
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If we set
T0 ≈ 1.4 × 1010 yrs, T1 ≈ 4× 105 yrs (6.12)
we find
C′ ∼ 1
30
(6.13)
Thus we can observe regions at early times T1 that are larger than the cosmological horizon
at that time; if we do not see evidence of large quantum gravity effects at these cosmological
horizon scales then we have to reconcile this fact with the need for quantum gravity effects at
the black hole horizon.
6.3 Resolving the cosmological horizon problem
Rv
f
(a)
Rv
f
H
-1
(b)
Figure 13: (a) The vecro distribution function f(Rv) for Minkowski space; we have vecros of all radii
0 < Rv <∞ (b) The vecro distribution function for a cosmology; we have support only on vecros with
radii 0 < Rv . H
−1.
We have seen that once we accept that the Birkoff theorem is true to leading order in gently
curved spacetime, then the cosmological situation can be mapped to the black hole puzzle, and
we would then be forced to require large quantum gravity effects like fuzzball creation at the
cosmological horizon. Since we do not see such effects, we must find a way to argue that the
Birkoff theorem does not apply to cosmology.
We see the the vecro hypothesis gives us a natural way out of the puzzle. Vecro fluctuations
correspond to extended configurations in the gravity theory. A region of the cosmology with
radius R & H−1 satisfies the condition (1.11), so we expect nontrivial effects from the vacuum
wavefunctional at this scale. We argue as follows:
(i) For the black hole, we had noted that the vecro wavefunctional is not stable inside the
horizon, since the inward pointing structure of light cones forces the vecro configurations to
keep compressing without bound. This inward pointing structure of light cones is of course the
consequence of having a closed trapped surface. In our cosmology, the horizon R = H−1 is an
‘anti-trapped surface’ i.e., light cones point outwards at this surface; see eq. (B.25). Thus any
vecro configuration with radius Rv > H
−1 must continue to stretch without bound, and will
get destroyed. Thus in a cosmology we will not have support for the wavefunctional Ψ[g] on
vecro configurations of radius Rv & H
−1.
We illustrate this situation in fig.13. We define a vecro distribution function f(Rv) describing
the probability of vecro configurations of radius Rv in the wavefunctional. In fig.13(a) we depict
schematically the situation with Minkowski spacetime. There are vecros of all radii 0 < Rv <∞,
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so we depict the vecro distribution function as flat. In fig.13(b) we depict the vecro distrbution
function for a cosmology; now the vecros lie only in the range 0 < Rv . H
−1.
(ii) We now see that the Birkoff theorem is not able to map the cosmological situation to
the situation of gravitational collapse. At the classical level we can indeed discard the dust in
the region outside finite ball; under the map T → −T this makes the cosmology look like a
dust ball collapsing to make a black hole. But the vecro part of the quantum wavefunctional
does not map between the two cases. The cosmology had no vecros with Rv & H
−1, while if
we wanted to replace the region outside the cosmological horizon by asymptotically flat space
then we would need Ψ[g] to have support on vecro configurations with radii Rv going to infinity.
This resolves the puzzle.
6.4 Some speculations on other puzzles in cosmology
While we have resolved the puzzle we had started with, there are many other deep puzzles
associated to cosmology, and we can wonder if the vecro hypothesis will be able to resolve these
as well. We do not have a detailed understanding of vecro behavior at present, but we speculate
about how the existence of the vecro part of the wavefunctional can impact these issues:
(a) String theory admits a very large number of compactifcations from 10-d to 4-d, and one
question has always been: what selects a particular compactification for our universe?
Fuzzball microstates are configurations where the compact directions do not factor into a
3+1 spacetime and a fixed internal space. Rather, the compact directions mix nontrivially with
the noncompact ones to produce the overall microstate. Since fuzzball wavefunctionals are
supported on the space of vecro configurations, vecros have a similar structure; i.e., there is no
unique shape for the compact directions that exists everywhere over a vecro configuration; the
compact directions keep fluctuating from position to position and mixing with the noncompact
directions.
This suggests that the full vacuum wavefunctional should not be peaked around a given
compactification, but should be a wavefunctional that is spread over the entire space of com-
pactifications. It is possible that the spreading of the wavefunctional over this space of com-
pactifications drives the cosmological constant Λ towards zero.9
(b) Inflation requires a field – the inflaton – to provide the energy to drive the exponential
expansion of the universe. It is not clear which fundamental field could play this role. But it
is possible that the vecro part of the wavefunctional could itself provide a vacuum energy that
would drive inflation.
We have noted that in a cosmology the vecro wavefunctional is limited to the range 0 <
Rv . H
−1. Suppose we modify this wavefunctional to one that has a smaller spread; i.e., it is
supported on the range
0 < Rv . αH
−1, α < 1 (6.14)
The energy of this wavefunctional is higher than the energy of the vacuum. We have adopted
the scale (2.24) for the energy contributed by order unity deformations of the vecro distribution
9Tunneling between flux compactifications has been studied; see for example [35].
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function. Setting Rv ∼ H−1 we find that the extra energy inside a cosmological horizon is
∆E ∼ H
−(d−2)
G
(6.15)
This corresponds to an energy density
∆ρ ∼ 1
H−d
H−(d−2)
G
∼ H
2
G
(6.16)
which is of order the closure density (eq. (B.28)). In [37] it was conjectured that this extra
energy density could be the driver of inflation.
One might ask why the distribution function (6.14) does not relax to a distribution with
α = 1, which corresponds to the case where we have no additional energy from the vecro part of
the wavefunctional. The answer is that if the universe is expanding exponentially on a timescale
∆T ∼ H−1, then it is difficult for vecro correlations to grow on scales ∼ H−1. Thus we can get
stuck in a phase where the vecro distribution function has the form (6.14), and thus provides
the energy needed for the universe to inflate.10
(iii) In cosmology we also have the ‘coincidence’ problem: why is the cosmological constant
of a magnitude that is relevant to the expansion dynamics at the present epoch, and not at any
earlier epoch?
A special aspect of the current epoch is that matter has clumped, and so is not very uniform
unless we go out to supercluster scales. With the vecro hypothesis, we have a new ingredient
to consider in cosmological dynamics: the evolution of the vecro distribution function f . In
a homogeneous cosmology we took f to be only a function of the vecro radius Rv. In an
inhomogeneous cosmology f could also depend on the position x: the width of the function
in the variable Rv could be smaller in regions with higher density. This could lead to an
effective f(Rv) that is of the type (6.14), which in turn is equivalent to an effective cosmological
constant.11
7 Discussion
We have proposed a picture of the quantum vacuum that resolves several puzzles associated with
the physics of horizons. We have proposed that the vacuum wavefunctional Ψ0[g] has a part
supported on configurations that are extended compression-resistant structures. Oscillatory
wavefunctionals over this space of structures gives the fuzzball microstates of black holes. But
the vacuum wavefunctional also has an ‘under the barrier’ tail – the ‘vecro’ part – that has
support over such configurations. The amplitude at any point of such a tail will be small since
the configurations of interest typically have a high potential energy. But the phase space of
these configurations is vast since they have to support the Exp[Sbek(M)] microstates of black
holes. Thus a large part of the norm of the vacuum wavefunctional can be in the tail, and this
10For discussions of inflation and its alternatives, see for example [38].
11It has been debated whether inhomogeneities in the matter distribution could furnish an effective Λ [39,
40, 41]. Note that our question here is a little different: we are asking if the inhomogeneities of matter lead to
inhomogeneities in the vecro distribution function f which describes vacuum fluctuations, and if this alteration
of f can act as an effective Λ.
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is the part that gives rise to nontrivial quantum gravity effects in situations where the classical
theory predicts a horizon.
We have considered three puzzles that give rise to sharp contradictions; thus we must
resolve these conflicts in our theory of quantum gravity. Let us summarize the puzzles and the
resolutions we find under the vecro hypothesis:
(i) The problem of unbounded entropy: Many arguments suggest that the Bekenstein
relation
Sbek =
A
4G
(7.1)
gives an upper bound on the entropy S that can be put in the region r ≤ 2GM with an energy
budget M . But with the traditional black hole metric, we can construct a spacelike slice that
holds an arbitrarily large entropy S in the region r < 2GM while keeping the energy at M .
Such a slice is smooth everywhere and the matter on it satisfies all the usual requirements
for semiclassical physics to be valid. The puzzle then is: should we give up the idea that S
is bounded when we bound the energy and the radius of a region? Or does some feature of
the quantum gravity theory disallow the slices used in the construction of unbounded entropy
states?
Resolution: We have to look at the vecro part of the vacuum wavefunctional on slices with
the shape needed to get unbounded entropy. We focus on a class of vecro fluctuations with
radius Rv of order the horizon radius R0. When we stretch the slice to create the space needed
to hold the entropy carrying quanta, we increase the energy of this class of vecros, and deform
the vacuum wavefunctional to one with higher energy. This energy increase is of the same order
as the mass M of the hole. Since the total energy on the slice is thus more than the mass M
of the hole, such slices are not valid hypersurfaces in the black hole geometry.
We also note that if we do not have extended size fluctuations (vecros) in the vacuum, then
the energy of a smooth hypersurface will be given by integrating over contributions from local
regions. In this case there will be no large correction to the semiclassical energy M on the slice;
moreover, all niceness conditions characterizing the validity of the semiclassical approximation
will be local ones that hold on the unbounded entropy slices. Since we have already checked
that the problem is stable against all sources of small corrections to semiclassical physics, we
cannot resolve the puzzle if we do not have extended correlations like those invoked in the vecro
hypothesis.
(ii) The information paradox: A collapsing shell appears to feel nothing special as its
particles pass through the horizon. Once the shell is inside the horizon, causality prevents any
novel physics at the shell from altering the evolution of fields at the horizon. Entangled pairs
are created at the horizon, and the entanglement entropy SN of the emitted radiation with the
remaining hole keeps rising. The small corrections theorem tells us that no small correction to
this emission process can prevent this monotonic rise of entanglement. This leads to a sharp
problem when the mass of the remaining hole approaches zero.
Resolution: When the shell of radius R(τ) passes through its horizon radius R0, the vecro
component of the vacuum wavefunctional in the region R(τ) < r < R0 gets destabilized. The
vecros are virtual fluctuations that are extended objects with different radii Rv. Any vecro
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structure inside the horizon must keep squeezing to smaller radii due to the inward pointing
structure of light cones in this region. The extended nature of the vecro fluctuations allows
them to recognize the existence of a trapped surface, thus bypassing the equivalence principle
which focuses only on local dynamics. The compression-resistance of the vecros causes their
wavefunctional to deform significantly, changing the spacetime in the region R(τ) < r < R0 to
a linear superposition of fuzzballs in a timescale of order the crossing time ∼ R0. The fuzzballs
have no horizon and radiate from their surface like normal objects, so there is no information
paradox.
Note that the underlying theory maintains causality and locality; interactions are local and
signals do not propagate faster than light. The vecro structures are extended scale correlations
in the vacuum wavefunctional that have had time to form since the spacetime existed for a long
time before the collapse of the shell.
We have noted in section 5.2 that there is no resolution to the puzzle if we assume that all
quantum fluctuations in the vacuum are confined to a bounded length scale like ∼ lp, and if
we assume causality to leading order in gently curved spacetime. Thus if we wish to preserve
leading order causality, we must necessarily have order unity corrections from extended scale
vacuum fluctuations; i.e., from the vecro part of the vacuum wavefunctional.
(iii) Are all horizons similar? The formal computations of black hole thermodynamics
can be applied to different kinds of horizons: (a) the black hole horizon (b) the Rindler horizon
(c) cosmological horizons including the de Sitter horizon. Is the role of quantum gravity the
same at these different horizons? In particular, observations of the sky show no large violations
of semiclassical physics at the cosmological horizon; how should we reconcile this with the need
for large corrections at the black hole horizon?
Resolution: The Rindler horizon is obtained by choosing a coordinate patch in the vacuum;
thus the associated energy is M = 0. A large black hole horizon may look locally similar to
the Rindler horizon, but this limit in obtained for M going to infinity. The fuzzball paradigm
says that these two limits are not the same; the large mass M in the black hole case leads
to the horizon region being filled with fuzzball structure, while the Rindler coordinates just
parametrize empty space.
The cosmological horizon and the black hole horizon both contain nonzero energy in their
interiors. But the physics at these two horizons is not the same because the vecro part of
the vacuum wavefunctional is different. With the cosmology, the expansion limits the vecros
radius to within the cosmological horizon radius 0 < Rv . H
−1, while asymptotically flat
spacetime has vecros of all radii Rv. This difference in the vecro distribution function between
the cosmology and the black hole allows us to have large quantum gravity effects (leading to
fuzzball formation) when a shell undergoes gravitational collapse in flat space but no large
quantum gravity effects at the cosmological horizon: the vecros that become destabilized in the
former case are absent in the latter.
In section 6.1 we noted that the small corrections theorem allows us to make a precise
map from the cosmological situation to the black hole puzzle. The black hole puzzle cannot
be resolved (while maintaining leading order causality in gently curved spacetime) unless we
have extended scale vecro type fluctuations in the wavefunctional. Thus we argue that we
cannot resolve the conflict with cosmology if we do not use the order unity effects generated by
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differences in the vecro distribution functions f between the cosmology and the black hole in
asymptotically flat spacetime.
We note that the above resolution of (iii) has brought in the role of quantum gravity at
the scale of the cosmological horizon; we have speculated on some ways that such a role could
be relevant in understanding other issues in cosmology including the cosmological constant
problem.
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A The electric field of a collapsing shell
Consider a particle with charge q in d + 1 spacetime dimensions. We single out one direction
x as the direction along which the charge will move; let the orthogonal space directions be
labelled y1, . . . yd−1. We write ρ = (y
2
1 + . . . y
2
d−1)
1
2 for the distance of a point from the x-axis.
A.1 Electric field of a moving point charge
First let the particle be at rest at the origin. The electric potential at the point (x, y1, . . . yd−1)
is
Φ = −At = kq
(x2 + ρ2)
d−2
2
(A.1)
The electric field is given byEa = Fat = ∂aAt. Consider the field at the point (x, y1, y2, . . . , yd−1) =
(x, y, 0, . . . 0). We find
Ex =
(d− 2)kqx
(x2 + ρ2)
d
2
, Ey1 =
(d− 2)kqy
(x2 + ρ2)
d
2
, Ey2 = · · · = Eyd−1 = 0 (A.2)
Next, we wish to find the electric field of the charge q when it is moving with speed v along
the positive x direction, at the time when the charge is passing the origin. To get this field we
go to a frame with coordinates (t′, x′, y′i) given through
t = γ(t′ − vx′), x = γ(x′ − vt′), yi = y′i (A.3)
In the new frame we will compute the electric field at the point P given by
(t′, x′, y′1, y
′
2 . . . y
′
d−1) = (0,X, Y, 0, . . . 0) (A.4)
This corresponds to the following coordinates in the old frame
t = −vγX, x = γX, y1 = Y, y2 = · · · = yd−1 = 0 (A.5)
The electric field at P will lie in the x′−y′1 plane. It will have a component along the x′ direction
which we call E‖ since it is along the direction of motion of the charge, and a component along
the y′1 direction which we call E⊥ since it is perpendicular to the direction of motion. We find
E‖ = E
′
x′ = F
′
x′t′ = Fxt =
(d− 2)kqx
(x2 + ρ2)
d
2
=
(d− 2)kqγX
(γ2X2 + ρ2)
d
2
(A.6)
E⊥ = E
′
y′1
= F ′y′1t′
= γFy1t = γ
(d− 2)kqy
(x2 + ρ2)
d
2
=
(d− 2)kqγY
(γ2X2 + ρ2)
d
2
(A.7)
where γ = (1− v2)− 12 .
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OP
P
θ
R
a
Figure 14: The circle denotes a spherical shell of charged particles falling radially inwards at speed v.
We compute the contribution to the electric field from a point like P¯ and then integrate over the position
of P¯ .
A.2 Electric field of a shell
Consider a shell with radius R, charge Q, collapsing with all charges moving radially inwards
at speed v. The surface charge density is
σ =
Q
Rd−1Ωd−1
(A.8)
We use radial coordinates (r, θ, φk) where 0 < θ < π runs along a diameter of the sphere, and
φk are coordinates on the d− 2 dimensional sphere at each value of θ. We wish to find the field
at the point P given by (r, θ, φk) = (R + a, 0,~0); see fig.14. Consider the contribution to this
field by a charge q on the shell at the point P¯ with coordinates (R, θ,~0). The origin, P and P¯
form a plane. All the vectors in the computation below lie in this plane, so we just write the
polar coordinates (r, θ) of this plane in what follows, ignoring the φk until we have to integrate
over the shell. It is also convenient to set up Cartesian corodinates on this plane, with x1 along
OP and x2 orthogonal to x1.
In these Cartesian coordinates, the separation vector from P¯ to P is
~W = (R(1− cos θ) + a,−R sin θ) (A.9)
The unit vector along the direction of the velocity of the charge at P¯ is
nˆ = (− cos θ,− sin θ) (A.10)
Thus the component of the separation vector ~W along the velocity of the charge is
X = ~W · nˆ = R− (R+ a) cos θ (A.11)
The component of ~W perpendicular to the velocity has magnitude
Y = |Wˆ × nˆ| = (R+ a) sin θ (A.12)
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Using (A.6),(A.7), we see that the parts of the field parallel and perpendicular to the motion
of the charge are
E|| =
(d− 2)kqγ[R − (R + a) cos θ]
(γ2[R− (R+ a) cos θ]2 + [(R+ a) sin θ]2) d2
(A.13)
E⊥ =
(d− 2)kqγ[(R + a) sin θ]
(γ2[R− (R+ a) cos θ]2 + [(R + a) sin θ]2) d2
(A.14)
From the geometry of fig.14 we see that the component of the electric field at P in the radially
outward direction is
E(θ) = −E|| cos θ + E⊥ sin θ (A.15)
When we integrate over all charges, the other components of ~E will cancel, so we just need
to integrate (A.15) over different positions of P¯ . The charges in a strip around the angular
position θ sum up to the charge
dq = σdA = σRd−1(sin θ)d−2Ωd−2dθ (A.16)
Thus the total field at P is ~E = ET rˆ with
ET =
∫ π
θ=0
dθ[σRd−1(sin θ)d−2Ωd−2]E(θ) =
(d− 2)kQ
(R+ a)d−1
(A.17)
This is just the electric field for a point charge Q at the origin, as required by the Gauss law.
Our interest however is in seeing which parts of the shell contribute significantly to this total
field ET . For this purpose we plot in fig.15 the integrand
f(θ) = [σRd−1(sin θ)d−2Ωd−2]E(θ) (A.18)
as a function of θ, for different speeds v. We see that for small v all values of θ contribute,
while as v tends towards 1, the integrand gets peaked around a narrow ring at a specific value
of θ.
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
2
4
6
8
θ
Figure 15: We plot the function (A.18) which gives the contribution from different angles θ to the field
at P . The curve with broad support describes infall with v = 0.2, and the curve with narrow support
describes infall with v = 0.999.
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The limit v → 1 can be understood analytically as follows. We expand f(θ) as a series in
1/γ. The leading term is at order 1/γ2, with a coefficient which diverges at
a = R
(
1
cos θ
− 1
)
(A.19)
Thus the contribution to the field gets peaked infinitely sharply at the value of θ given through
the above relation. From the geometry of fig.14, we see that this θ gives precisely the ring on
the shell from which the Aichelburg-Sexl shock fronts contribute to the field at P .
B Cosmological expansion
We consider a flat dust cosmology in d+ 1 spacetime dimensions
ds2 = −dT 2 + a2(T )(dr2 + r2dΩ2d−1) (B.1)
The energy density of the dust, measured in a local orthonormal frame where the dust is at
rest, has the form
T 00 ≡ ρ0 = C
ad
(B.2)
The cosmological metric has the expansion
a = a0T
2
d (B.3)
where
a0 =
(
4πdGC
d− 1
) 1
d
(B.4)
Consider the spacelike slice T = T0. Mark out a ball around ~r = 0 of proper radius Rb = a(T )rb.
The mass of dust in this ball is
Mb = ρ0
Ωd−1
d
(Rb)
d = C
Ωd−1
d
rdb (B.5)
By the Birkoff theorem, the evolution of the dust in this ball is unaffected by the dust outside
the ball. Let us replace the spacetime outside the ball with empty asymptotically flat space.
The metric outside the dust ball is then the Schwarzschild metric
ds2S = −(1−
(
R0
R
)d−2
)dT 2 +
dR2
(1− (R0R )d−1
+R2dΩ2d−2 (B.6)
with
R0 =
(
16πGMb
(d− 1)Ωd−1
) 1
d−2
(B.7)
Our question is the following. Let T0 be the time today. As we look towards earlier times
T < T0 we see a larger and larger sphere out of our dust universe. Suppose T1 is the earliest
time that we can get clear signals from. We ask two questions: (a) What is the proper radius
Rp of the dust ball that we can see at time T1? (a) How big was the Schwarzschild radius Rs
of this dust ball ? We will then compute the ratio
C = Rp
Rs
(B.8)
Thus will tell us how compressed this observed dust ball is compared to its Schwarzschild radius.
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B.1 The particle horizon
To answer the first question, we compute the particle horizon, which tells us how far we can see
today. Consider an observer O at T = T0, ~r = 0. Consider a light ray starting at times T1 < T0
and travelling radially towards O. Along this ray
dT = −a(T )dr (B.9)
Thus the comoving coordinate elapsed along the path of the light ray is given by
rp =
∫ T0
T ′=T1
dT ′
a(T ′)
(B.10)
For the expansion (B.3) we get
rp =
∫ T0
T ′=T1
dT ′
a(T ′)
=
1
a0
d
d− 2[T
(d−2)
d
0 − T
(d−2)
d
1 ] ≈
1
a0
d
d− 2T
(d−2)
d
0 (B.11)
where in the last step we have noted that we typically have T1 ≪ T0.
B.2 Horizon radius of the observed dust ball
The dust ball that we can see, looking back to times T1, has a radius in comoving coordinates
given by (B.11). The proper radius of this ball is
Rp = a(T1)rp (B.12)
The mass inside this ball is
M = ρ(T1)
Ωd−1
d
(a(T1)rp)
d (B.13)
The Schwarzschild radius for this mass is
Rs =
(
16πGM
(d− 1)Ωd−1
) 1
d−2
(B.14)
We then find
C ≡ Rp
Rs
=
(
(d− 2)
2
) 2
d−2
(
T1
T0
) 2
d
(B.15)
We set
T0 ≈ 1.4 × 1010 yrs, T1 ≈ 4× 105 yrs (B.16)
This gives
C ∼ 2× 10−4 (B.17)
Thus we can observe a ball of matter in the sky that has been compressed to well within its
Schwarzschild radius.
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B.3 The cosmological horizon
The cosmological horizon radius is defined by
H−1 =
a
a˙
(B.18)
As we now recall, this is the radius of the marginally anti-trapped surfaces in the cosmology.
Consider the sphere around ~r = 0 with comoving radius r˜(T ). The proper radius of this sphere
is
R˜(T ) = a(T )r˜(T ) (B.19)
The area of the sphere is
A = Ωd−1R˜
d−1 = Ωd−1[a(T )r˜(T )]
d−1 (B.20)
Consider light rays travelling radially inwards from the sphere. Along such a ray
a(T )dr = −dT, dr
dT
= − 1
a(T )
(B.21)
We compute the change in the area A of the spherical surface as we follow these inward pointing
radial geodesics:
dA
dt
= Ωd−1(d− 1)[a(T )r˜(T )]d−2[a˙(T )r˜(T ) + a(T ) ˙˜r(T )] (B.22)
Thus the expansion of the outward directed null rays is zero when
a˙(T )r˜(T ) + a(T ) ˙˜r(T ) = 0 (B.23)
which gives
a˙(T )
a(T )
= −
˙˜r(T )
r˜(T )
=
1
a(T )r˜(T )
=
1
R˜(T )
(B.24)
Thus the marginally anti-trapped surface appears at the radius
R˜ =
(
a˙(T )
a(T )
)−1
≡ H−1 (B.25)
In comoving coordinates, this radius is
r˜ =
1
a˙
(B.26)
With the expansion (B.3),
r˜ =
d
2a0
T
d−2
d (B.27)
Thus we see that the comoving horizon radius r˜ increases with time. As the universe expands,
the cosmological horizons merge to create larger cosmological horizons. Note that the proper
radius of the horizon is a(T )r˜ ∼ T . The Hubble relation says that the radius of the cosmological
horizon is RHubble ≡ H−1 ∼ (Gρ) 12 . The mass of the dust inside the cosmological horizon is
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MHubble ∼ ρH−d ∼ G−1H−(d−2). Thus the matter inside a cosmological horizon is of the order
needed to make a black hole with radius equal to the cosmological horizon
GMHubble
Rd−2Hubble
∼ 1 (B.28)
Let us now consider the observations of the cosmological horizon. We cannot see past the
cosmological horizon today, since the radius of this horizon H−1 is of the same order as the
particle horizon Rp, which in turn is the furthest point from which light has been able to reach
us since the big bang. But we can see regions in the sky which at an earlier time T1 had a size
equal to the cosmological horizon at that time. The cosmological horizon radius at time T1 is,
in comoving coordinates (eq. (B.27))
r1(T1) =
d
2a0
T
d−2
d
1 (B.29)
On the other hand (B.11) gives the comoving radius of the ball at time T1 which we can we
can observe today; i.e., light starting from the edge of this ball at time T1 will reach us at time
T0. We find
C˜ ≡ r1(T1)
rp(T1)
∼
(
T1
T0
) d−2
d
(B.30)
If we set
T0 ≈ 1.4 × 1010 yrs, T1 ≈ 4× 105 yrs (B.31)
then we find
C˜ ∼ 1
30
(B.32)
Thus we can observe several patches in the sky which had the size of the cosmological horizon
at the time that when they emitted the light by which we see them. Since we see no evidence
of large violations of semiclassical physics in such observations, we can say that semiclassical
physics holds to leading order at cosmological horizons.
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